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II-TROL'UGTIOIT
Advertising, for many yerrs r fundamenta.1 element
in the general economic structure, has "been steadily incre? s-
ing in importance \:ith the grov/ing intensit37‘ of co: petition
in industry and trade. The merchandising of products, es-
peciall:,/ to the ultimate consumer, is now in a large degree
controlled by advertising effort. Therefore, advertising is
probably more necessary to the retailer tha.n to the manufac-
turer or v.holesaler, for he is able to send his salesmen out
to his various customers to sell in large quantities, v;hile
the retailer, being unahle to send his sa.les force out directl^’-
to see the prospective customers, must v;ait for his customers
to patronize his store.
The object of this study is to present a clear pic-
ture statistically/ of just v;hat has transpired with Boston
Department Store Advertising Linage in Boston Fev/spapers since
1928. It introduces a group of analyses of selected data on
advertising linage by/ Boston department stores in Boston nev/s-
papers and suggests that interpretation of such data a.ffords
a useful study?- of variations in the advertising effort. It is
hoped that the analyses presented here will be hel-:ful in un-
derstanding the relations bet-'.-een advertising linage fluctua-
tions and other factors which are of interest to the department
store advertising manager. Bev; retailers attempt to discover
’.iiich papers are best suited for their enterprises, and they,’"
allov; themselves to be sold advertising instead of buy/ing it
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carefully end thoughtfulli’-, Knovledge of certain facts is
distinctly vE.luable fron tlie stendpoint of en intelligent
distribution of the advertising a^ppropriation anong the
various nediuins. Important details vdll he readily dis-
covered v;hen the facts are studied.
The data used in this stud;/ v;ere obtained a.lraost
entirely from Media Records, Inc, and the Audit Bureau of
Circulation. The Boston Record-American supplied materials
on nev/spaper rates and certain data on the Boston Market.
The Boston nev:spapers courteously assisted in securing in-
formation v;hich i.^as essentiaJ. to the completion of this
study. Thankful appreci action is extended to all of them
for their co-opera.tion and cordial interest.
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I. Analysis of Total Dena.rtment Store Advert ising; linage
in Bo ston lTev7spa~oers
A. Trends in the Middle Twenties
1. The Gtolden Twentie s
Things were ha.ppening in the niddle of the Golden
Twenties, as things are happening today. United States Steel
v/as cutting one Of the biggest melons in its history; ^^raerican
Telephone & Telegraph v/as 145, approximately the same as in
the recession year of 1938, and lov/er than the 172 of 1946;
Goolidge v/as in the \'Ih±te House; Tea Pot Done v/as sta.rting to
bubble; and Pa.ll and Sinclair v/ere going to trial in one of
the greatest political scandals the country has knov/n, "\/hen
Will Congress Give Us The Next Ta,x Cut?" hea^dlined a Literary
Digest advertisement.
In the advertising columns of Boston nev/spapers,
Pilene’s Bargain Basement v/as featuring an English overcoat
and a tv/o-pant suit, both for ^25. R, H, Ivhite’s v/as cele-
br acting its 50th a.nniversary at its present location. Jordan
Marsh Company used large space to introduce a striking inno-
vation for shoppers--the Shopper’s Garage, and the same company
advertised Victrolas v/ith nary a tract of radio mechanism.
Then came the parade of a.dvertisers v/ho were des-
tined by fa.te, or poor management, to drop forever from the
columns of Boston newspapers end disappear from the minds of
the buying public Talbot and Company/ v/ho shov/ed good mer-
chandise at good prices in generous- sized space; Meyer
I• : .
'
'
9.
Jonasson v/ho told proudly of their smart styles and large
stocks; Houghton ond Dutton i.ho ranked high among the users
of advertising space; L. P. Hollander who appealed to the
ca.rriage tra.de; The Shepa.rd Stores, Prime Furniture, Jackson
and Company, Bedell’s, Mitchell the Tailor; all of these
and many more a,re now missing from the advertising colurans
(' 1 )
of Boston newspapers today.
One of the conclusions to he reached is that
business must constantly ada.pt itself to a changing v;orld
if it is to sum/ive and prosper as a business and if it is
to fulfill its responsibility to the community. By focusing
attention specifically on advertising lina.ge, many advertis-
ing pitfalls could be avoided. In analyzing space, e:xpendi-
ture for advertising v/ould be the most obvious measure of ef-
fort, and a further possible and closeljr related measure v/ould
consist of an index based on advertising space and the space
rate as fa.ctors. Another possibility I'.puld be an index based
on advertising space and circulation as fa.ctors. Each of
these methods has definite and obvious advantages in indicat-
ing the extent of advertising effort, yet there are serious
sta.tistica.1 difficulties which block the way of utilizing any
of these proposed devices. ^
(1) Boston Record-American Marketing and Research Department
(2) Crum, ¥. E. "Advertising Fluctuations" Chap. I, 1927,
A. ¥. Shav/ & Co
.
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It is "believed that a direct use of the data on
advertising space in nevspapers, v/hile not affording all of
the advantages of accurate measurement which might he ac-
complished hy using one of the more complicated measures,
will yield a very helpful picture of the significant short-
time fluctuations in advertising effort. Therefore, the
following chapters are devoted to an examination of adver-
tising space as such with a viev; to bringing out and inter-
preting the important short-time fluctuations which are re-
vealed by such records.
The figures on s.dvertising spa.ce axe uniformly
given in a.gate lines, These figures, being physical
volume data, are not effected by a price factor,
The volume of department store advertising secured
by any one newspaper depends upon:
1, the total amount of advertising done
by department stores
2, their distribution of this total among
the media.
In reality, both of these are determined "by the cumulative
effect of a great many decisions made independently by execu-
tives of business organizations; decisions to determine \'/hether
(1) The agate line is extensively used in ordering newspaper
space where it alix-a^ys means 1/14 of an inch deep and one
column v/ide,
(2) Prices a.re at times influenced by exceptional conditions
such as v;ars and credit inflation. This price factor is
absent from the linage data.

11
or not to advertise. If so, how much advertising is to he
done, oJid in what media should it he placed?
The distribution of the total advertising linage
among the various nev/spapers is determined hy the favor in
v/hich these nev/spapers is held hy the advertisers. This fa-
vor depends on the a,dvertisers ’ beliefs as to the rela,tive
effectiveness of the media for various uses; and these be-
liefs are based on the advertisers* experience, the skill
with which media ov/ners ada.pt their media to advertisers’
needs, the prices they set for space, a.nd the aggressiveness
and kenness with which ea.ch publisher sells and promotes his
medium.
Trends During the Thirties and forties
The changing status of each newspa.per in reference
to total Sunday and daily advertising line.ge is shown in
Tables I, II and IIA. Apparent at once is the tremendous
upsurge of total Sunday a.dvertising, and it is also per-
ceptibly evident that from the total annual advertising pie,
which has never rea.ched its 1931 proportions, the Boston Her-
ald has progressively taken a larger portion each year up to
1943 when the effects of newsprint rationing v/ere keenly felt.
During the early 40 ’s, department stores used less space than
they did in 1928. Advertising linage rea.ched a. decidedl3r low
point in 1933, and since that time the increase in a.dvertising
linage has failed to keep pace with general economic advr.nce-

12
raent. One possilDle reason for this is that these linage
figures failed* to include all sales promotional activities.
Therefore this shall have to he accepted as one rea^son, not
necessarily the most important, for the lag in newspa.per ad-
vertising. More promotion money has heen put into merchandis-
ing, premiums, a,nd other sales promotion activities, and a.no-
ther reason is presented when it is considered that newsprint
v/as rationed hy the newspapers, and many department stores
were unahle to huy as much spa,ce as they desired to use.
This introduces several other imporxant reasons lor
the failure of a.dvertising to keep up with the economic pro-
cession.
1, The uncertainties of business due tos
a. Government attitude and policies
b, Effects of the depression
2, The increasing effectiveness of advertising
3, The decrease in advertising budget necessi-
tated by decreased sables and less net income.
Business executives have lacked confidence in the
future outcome of private enterprise. This uncertainty dur-
ing the late 30 ’ s wa.s based primarily on the lack of assurance
in the*'lTev/- Beal" administration whose policy seemed to be to
heckle and hinder business, and to place social reform ahead
of business recovery,
(1) V/eld, L, H, H, "Advertising and Economic Advancement"
Printer's Ink, May 2, 1941, p.p. 33-40.
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Table #1
TOTAL DEPARTI-IEITT STOKE ALVSRTISIKG
BOSTON DAILY & SUl^DAY
Daily
Record
Evening
American
Daily
Globe
247,071 983,877 3,247,146
289,693 811,400 3,454,029
199,201 645,661 3,496,759
454,920 542,738 3,590,519
380,579 811,794 3,001,405
271,511 644,742 2,172,064
335,807 497,224 2,408,368
322,755 472,743 2,525,043
283,763 499,104 2,459,162
364,318 513,305 2,326,131
489,019 134^552 2,197,186
594,592 2,312,739
726,543 2,287,121
785,939 2,718,181
804,918 2,617,865
883,907 2,394,260
839,855 1,894,957
913,592 1,819,681
Sunday Sunday Sunday
Advertiser Globe Herald
98,967 1,481,919 440,843
59,732 1,445,569 523,865
73,539 1,627,670 833,259
113,536 1,741,567 1,012,370
142,479 1,475,444 918,952
137,448 1,210,281 807,330
243,479 1,276,867 933,322
218,591 1,197,254 863,488
308,839 1,113,930 945,286
362,691 1,027,298 1,028,909
344,016 1,006,500 1,008,938
402,393 975,910 1,058,347
272,265 948,129 1,115,239
243,143 1,086, 699 1,229,958
378,699 1,137,530 1,370,609
751,660 1,306,649 1,625,730
646,088 1,268,194 1,860,464
730,438 1,429,631 1,981,894
1C2WSP.APLRS
Morning
Herald
Morning
Post
2,564,153 2,629,381
3,175,661 2,987,584
3,392,204 2,608,255
3,455,199 2,217,455
3,090,910 1,602,858
2,493,411 1,135,557
2,901,534 1,259,407
3,066,144 1,272,712
3,262,971 1,230,172
3,313,272 1,319,445
3,093,764 1,364,963
3,278,731 1,562,940
3,283,643 1,562,732
3,536,004 1,462,721
3,278,175 1,272,594
2,859,666 1,403,282
2,658,057 1,929,217
2,611,577 2,040,568
Sunday Evening
Post Transcript
“560,688 9^7';^, 005
653,493 953,759
743,829 549,096
679,349 562,782
525,666 443,544
361,298 309,166
396,621 280,641
396,269 286,186
430 , 430 250,900
423,385 211,742
379,615 186,022
400,275 164,167
391,457 140,522
368,689 42,848
329,164
792,713
1,287,669
1, 295,603
Source - Media Records, Inc
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It is generally conceded that since the depression
years advertisers have not heen planning very far ahead.
Previous to World v/ar II, they "bought from ’’hand to mouth";
during the Var they bought whatever they could; and nov/ they
are again entering a period of hand-to-mouth buying. Although
a company ma,y commence a yeax with every intention of spending
its normal, allotted amount for advertising, this hand-to-mouth
policy usuaily results in a lesser advertising e^^penditure.
This is especially true vrhen uncertainties a.nd fear of the
future enter and remain th_roughout the year, as was often the
case during the 30 ’ s and as is the case a.t the present time.
The fact that some important media cannot be used
by advertisers unless advertising has been planned and execu-
ted several, months in advance tends to keep dovn volume re-
sulting from the hand-to-mouth policy. As a result of all of
this, J) x'0p 37 1 cltions have not been as large as they normally
vjould have been.
For very obvious reasons, business men have been
disinclined to long-range thinking and future investments,
particularly in natters as intangible as advertising. There
has never been too profound a faith in the pov'er of a.dvertis-
ing and production, and sa.les experts have given advertising
almost griidging credit for performances that could not be
overlooked. Because of its na.ture, v.hen things aren’t going
v/ell, it is a.lways easy to put the blame on advertising.
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3. Linage Com-cared. with Profits
Advertising outlaj?’ depends a great dea,l on corporate
profits. The 1930 ’s vere a period of slim profits, llany
companies have had the tendency to e.dvertise more freely v/hen
profits are good, and to tighten up materially on a.ppropria-
tions when profits a,re sma,ll. Although business recovered to
a fahrly high level in 1937, profits did not come hack cor-
respondingly. Some business executives regarded advertising,
not as a profit-making operation, but rather as a profit-
spending procedure.
Since the figures of Poston department store profits
are generally not available, figures on corpora„te profits is-
sued by the National Ind.ustrial Conference in compa.rison with
the Printer’s Ink Advertising Index and the net income of thr©
department store holding companies ere illustrated belov/:
Chert #1
General Index of Advertisin.r Activi ty compared v.rth
Index of Corporate E^rninas - 1928-1932 incl.=i00
Index ITo. I I I I I I I I I I I
200
ISO
Advertising
Corporate Earnings
1 f >
,
A.. / . ) I i j
1 •; T.
> :
; . I r;
•
7o
. ».
.
j . ' ).'i
“ 7 ,. 7 7
' I
? -'7 7 7
1
. 7
-7 >7
Chart -2
Boston he-partnent Store Linafre 193 5-1959 = 100
Index
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Table #5 ,
iiycoL^^ QZ TKiES nHip;jyTLc:Fr stqrt chgaI'Iiatiohs ^
1929 - 1943
Federated
Year
Allied Stores
Corporation
Dep artment
Stores , Inc
,
City Stores
Company ^ Total^
1945 5,681,428 3,900,480 5,591,451 15,173,359
1942 5,294,258 3,101,895 3,658,194 12,054,347
1941 3,998,129 3,192,099 2,415,104 9,605,332
1940 3,435,585 3,340,224 1,937,097 8,712,906
1939 2,253,721 2,756,223 634,138 5,624,082
1938 2,904,206 2,709,216 1,521,520 7,134,945
1937 3,406,448 2,962,374 1,694,013 8,062,835
1936 1,581,759 1,468,484 942,543 3,992,786
1955 1,127,331 1,148,349 460,458 2,736,138
1934 24,745 1,443,791 ^ 750,811 717,725
1933 d 3,747,255 564,056 ^ 1,912,937 ^ 5,096,136
1932 d 309,027 1,246,594 2,526,621 4,082,242
1931 2,515,845
V
2,098,959 207,445 4,822,249
1930 - 2,740,114 - 2 ,740,114
1929 - 3,877,026 - 3,877,026
a. Net Income before Federal taxes are deducted,
b. Hoody^s Manual of Investments,
c. Total of the three organizations sho\m,
d. Deficit,
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These charts show that corporate earnings fluctuate
much more decidedly than advertising. The high point reached
hy corporate profits in 1929 v/as undoubtedly an important rea-
son for the record advertising peah of tha-t year. Inuring the
depression, profits dropped much more than advertising. In
fact, they went below zero in 1932. Although they recovered
rapidly, it was not until 1935 that the profit curve again
crossed the advertising curve. It is unquestionable that low
profits from 1932 to 1935 held advertising back.
Since 1935, profits have made a fairly good showing
except for the year 1938, but they have never approached the
1929 level. Just hov; much corporate profits ha.ve affected ad-
vertising since 1935 it is impossible to say, but the fe.ct that
profits have not risen to higher levels, plus the fact that
they have been precavious (note what happened in 1938) is un-
doubtedly one reason why advertising has not recovered to its
fullest extent.
In 1933, Allied Stores Corporation had a deficit of
$3,747,255 and the Federated Department Stores reached a low
of $564,056, The net income of these three corporations fol-
lov; the general curve of corporate earnings and also the ad-
vertising curve. It is evident that the a.dvertising linage
did not increase as quickly as did the net income. The de-
partment stores felt the slight recession in 1939 and recov-
ered rapidly in 1940,
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Despite the fact that the YolTJirae of advertising
in Boston is very large, there are many shaxp minor irregu-
larities in the linage curve, nevertheless, the principal
movements of the curve axe those which are traceable to a^n
index of genera-1 business. - The recovery from the depression
valley in 1935 was fairly prompt, a,nd although it was not
stea.dy, it proceeded without interruption until 1938. Prom
then it remained fairly regulax until 1942 when newspapex
xa,tioning went into effect and it v;as necessaxy fox all news-
papers to curta.il advertising space. This is reflected in
the advertising curve.
3. Effectiveness of Advertising
Grea.ter effectiveness of advertising is another
reason for the lag of advertising in the economic picture.
Advertising has become more efficient during recent yeaxs
"stimula.ted" by the depression and the need to make a dollar
do the work of twu . This has led to a truer adjustment of
consumer appee.l to the market and of a.dvertising media, a.s a
vehicle for reaching that market.
One prominent agency man thinks tha.t "a pound of
advertising power has more horse power in it today than it
had twenty years ago," As a result of the depression,
advertisers found it necessary to stretch smaller budgets to
(1) ¥eld, 1, H, E, , "Effectiveness of Advertising as Reason
for Advertising Lag" Printer’s Ink, June 20, 1941 p.p.
59-62.

do larger jobs. Baring these years a great deal of waste
was eliminated from advertising, which resulted in the greater
efficiency of advertising.
The public demand for news created the nev:spaper.
The advertiser, with new's of his ovn to tell, bought a place
on this ready-ma.de platforra. His news quickly became so im-
portant, and his financia.1 support became so essential to the
whole structure, that the newspaper proprietor no longer con-
sidered his advertising revenue a modest contribution to the
cost of providing the ptiblic with news, articles, and fiction.
So important did the advertiser become, that eventually the
tables v;ere completely turned. The a.dvertiser began to sub-
sidise the purveyance of reading matter as an essential ele-
ment of his machinery, something that he v/as vdlling to carry
as a change in the business of reaching the public e3^e.
The paper alone for a. copy of one Sunday Herald
costs as much as the price received for it by the publishers,
The journalists’ news and the advertisers’ news overlap and
interlock. The a.dvertiser does not merely subsidise the pres^
he provides it with some of its m.ost interesting "copy", A
paper wdthout the advertisers’ "news" vnuld be a dull paper.
The ready-made demand of the public for nev.^s is the ideal foun-
( 2 )dation for the creation of other demands, '' '
(1) Time Magazine, September 2, 1946, page 57,
(2) Meynell, Ikrancis, "The Typography’’ of Newspaper Advertise-
ment", 1929, Frederick A. Stokes Co,, N. Y,
, p.p. 1-5,
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Newspaper a.dvertising has proved itself to he of
great practical value to millions of vcimen in the United
States, A recent survey of vx)men shoppers, made hy the
Rutgers Universit37‘ Department of Journalism, disclosed that
93,5^ of the house\'/ives interviev;ed preferred to see adver-
tising published in their newspapers rather than ha.ve the
newspaper produced v/ithout advertising; tha.t 95,5^ found
nev;spaper advertisements helped them to know prices and
values; that 93,5^ were reminded of merchandise the^^ needed;
that 93^ of the housewives found newspaper advertising help-
ful in making up their shopping lists; and that found
that nev/spaper ads kept them "style conscious".
The value of newspaper advertising as a sales pro-
' ducing medium for department stores is amply shown hy the
folio v/ing testimony of V/illiam IT, McLeod, former Sales Manager
of \in. Rilene’s Sons Company, Boston, Mans,: "Since the early
days of the Rilene store, v;e have heen users of the daily news-
papers, Today nev/spaper advertising plaj^’s a most important
part in attracting customers and business to our store as it
has year after year," ^
In the majority of cases the best medium for depart-
ment stores is the nev/spaper, and most Boston department stores
(1) Araer. Newspaper Publishers As so ci action, "Newspaper as an
Advertising Medium", 1940, New’’ York, p.p. 66,
(2) A.lT.r.A. , Bureau of Advertising, "The Nev/spaper as an
Advertising Medium", New York, 1940, pa^e 53,
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devote the greater part of their publicity appropriation to
nev/spaper advertising. The nev/spaper has several tremen-
dous advantages over other forms of advertising. Of first im-
portance is the great number of people it reaches at small ex-
pense. ^Then.j because of the newspaper’s regularity, "ready
checking" is possible. For example, a store can gange the re-
sults of advertising in a given nev/spa^per and, having once
s calculated the type of readership, can be assured that the
readership in general remains rather constant. Consequently
,
if a store has been sa.tisfied vdth its advertisements in a
particular newspaper, it can feel reasonably/ certarn that con-
tinued advertising vdll be justified.
Timeliness, too, is of tremendous importance. It
allows advertisers complete flexibility of copy/ from da.y to
day and lelps advertising to become selling "news". It offers
the store the opportunity to make the last-minute changes so
frequently necessary because of merchandising emergencies with
which every store must cope,
4, Cyclic aJ. fluctuations
In generaJ., advertising conforms to cyclical fluc-
tuations in department store sales. I'Jhen business increases,
advertising increases; and as sales decrease, advertising falls
off. ' It might be e 2q)ected that department stores v/ould
(1) Encyclopedia Brittanica, Book of the Year 1944, page 20,
(2) Journal of Business of the Univ, of Chicago, July 1931, p.p.
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advertise nost heavily when they axe most in need of oustomers,
and that rels.tively less advertising might tahe place v/hen
business is good. There sxe, of course, several factors which
modify this e^qpectation, such as the constant pressure of com-
petition, the advertising budgets as percentages of sales, and
the mechenicad fact that sales axe recorded in dollars so that
price changes greatly affect total values,
The follov;ing recapitulations from the Business
Census reports and Media Records, Inc. reports show the total
department store sales and the tota.l department store linage
for the 37-eaxs 1939, 1935, and 1929:
BOSTON, MASS, DEPARTlvSlIT STOTBIS
ra (t)
Year
1929
1935
1939
Sales Linage
yl57, 547,621 14,354,785
92,453,000 10,621,185
107,081,000 10,732,094
Sources: (a,) Dept, of Commerce, Bureau of the Census
(b) Media Records, Inc,
Similar information on sales figures is not available for
the years prior to 1929, which represents the first year for
rliich a nation-v/ide Business Census v;as tahen, or subsequent
to 1939, the la.test year covered by such a census,
Rrom figures obtained by the Redera.1 Reserve Bank
of Boston, Industrial Statistics Division, from a co-operating
group of Boston department stores, an index number of net sales
has been compiled.
(1) Newspaper Advertising Ra.tes Varied Little Throughout the
Period while Prices of Merchandise iSLternated in hide Cycles
: :
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TaMe #4
A COIZPARISON OF DSPARTl'IEET STORE S^OES VOLUl-IE
V/ITH DEPARTI'EI^ STORE LII7AGS
Year 1935-1939 ecuals 100
YEAR
ALL PSLERAL
DISTRICTS
DEPARTl^iE13r
STORE
SALES
INDEX
BOSTON
DISTRICT
DEPARTl-IEl^
STORE
SALES
INDEX
BOSTON
DEPARTl'IENT
STORE
LINAGE
INDEX
BOSTON
DEPARTI-TEITP
STORE
LINAGE
1928 li6 l24, o 13,231,050"
1929 117 128 134.8 14,354,785
1930 108 123 133,1 14,169,473
1931 97 114 135.0 14,370,435
1932 75 90 116.4 12,393,631
1933 73 84 89,6 9,542,808
1934 83 90 98,8 10,524,270
1935 88 92 99,7 10,621,185
1936 100 100 101.3 10,784,557
1937 107 104 102,4 10,900,496
1938 99 100 95,8 10,204,575
1939 106 104 100.8 10,732,094
1940 114 108 100.7 10,727,651
1941 133 126 107.7 11,464,182
1942 149 140 105,1 11,189,554
1943 168 148 112.9 12,017,867
1944 186 162 116.3 12,384,501
1945 207 176 120.4 12,822,984
Sources;
Sales Volume -- Federe.l Reserve Board
Linage -- Media Records, Inc, (10,648,581=100)
t
26a,
Chart
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The chsxt discloses that, on the whole, nev/spaper
advertising and department store sales keep along together
fairly closely. As one rises the other rises; as one falls
the other falls, However, studied over the long period from
1923 to 1940 it is apparent that there have been some im-
portant changes in the relationship of these tvio curves,
luring the 20 ’s, the index of newspa.per advertising
kept above the index of store sales. Both reanhed high points
in 1929 and started dov/nward into the depression at practically
the same tine. Both reached their lov/ points in Harch, 1933,
the month the banks were closed, and then both started abruptly
upv;ard as business began to recover.
As 8. general conclusion
It appears from the short-time point of view that
during the 30 ’ s it was a v,dse policy for most companies to
follow the business cycle in determining their advertising
appropriations, to increase their efforts when sales v/ere
easily obtained, and to decrea.se their efforts v/hen sales
were difficult to obtadn, Hov/ever, from the standpoint of
an individual firm and especiall37' from the vie\';point of
society as a whole the long-range point of view may not
uphold the wisdom of this policy. The effects of increas-
ing sales efforts in good times may ha.ve the undesirable
effect of stimulating the over- extension of the capital
structure of business during prosperity.
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II, An;?J.ysis of Kevsri er Circulation md Rates
A. Analysis of CirculgAion
1 . Char a.c ter of Store
Before a store can decide to use a pexticular
nev/spaper, many conditions must Be considered. The first
element to he degAt with is: Does this paper fit the cher-
acter of the store? The newspa.per*s policies regarding the
treeAment of nev/s, its editorial position on controversial
matters, the kind of features it runs, what other firms use
it as an advertising medium--all these effect the readership,
and unless the paper’s ree.dership coincides v,dth the general
type of customer who patronizes the store, it is not a suit-
able mediuTfl. It must alv/ays he remember ed that a store’s
advertising should be based primarily on an appeal to current
customers. V/hile it is entirely proper and, in fact, neces-
sary to attempt to increase the number of customers and pos-
sibly the class of customers, the prime objective must be to
retain the present clientele and persuade the customers to
do as much shopping as possible in the store.
2. Quantity of Circulation
The next consideration is the quantity and dis-
tribution of the newspaper’s circulation as revealed 'hj the
A. E. C. audit, or a sv/orn statement from the publisher.
How many net paid copies does the newspaper sell regulai,rly?
(1) Audit Bureau of Circulation.
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Hov;- niciny are sold in the trading axea to potential or actual
custoriers v;ho reside within reasonable shopping distance?
\;h_at is the number of nev/spapers home delivered a.s against
the number bought at newsstands? The advertising department
must analyze the advantages and limitations of the morning,
evening and Sunday papers. This vdll be shov.n in a la.ter
chapter.
Advertisers believe that the newspaper ha.s certain
fanlts as an advertising medium, the chief fault appearing to
be wha,t is commonly hnov/n as forced circulation - pre-date
circulation - which’means any circulation tha.t has not been
proven to be as productive as normal circulation in the dis-
tribution of merchandise through ad^^ertising. Since adver-
tising rates are based on circulation, advertisers pa.y for
this unproductive circulation and hare a right to question
its value.
It should be noted a.t this point, howevey, tha.t mere
volume of circul action is not an entirely satisfactory measure
of importance. One of newspapers may have the smaller
circulation end yet, because of the character of its pa.tronage,
be the more valuable advertising medium. Its effectiveness in
presenting advertising nay be greater than that of the other
nev/spa.per s. In the issue of Time Ma.gazine of September 2, 1946
is stated; ’’Boston is top-heary with newspaf»ers. It has
eight, and only ITew York City with nine dailies ha.s more.
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Among the eight, the HERAhD stands second lovest in dail^?"
circulation and lowest in Sunday circulation, owes its
prosperity to advertisers’ knowledge that it is read hy
the people with the most raoney."
Moreover, although having smaller total circLilation,
one of tv/o newspapers may reach such a clientele that pexticu-
lar advertisements are more effective when presented through
its columns, v/hereas other merchandise is more effectively ad-
vertised in the newspaper with a larger circulation. Under
these circumstances of a differential effectiveness for various
classifications of advertising, it is obviously not an adequs.te
solution of the problem merely to reach the conclusion that the
proper procedure is . to weigh advertising lineage data according
to gross circulation.
Finally in this connection, it is not unlikely that
100,000 of circulation on Sunday differs from 100,000 of cir-
culation on a v;eek-day in the matter of effectiveness in the
purchase of advertising, \vhether such differences are ade-
quately covered 'by differences in advertising rise is quite
beside the point.
3, Trend of Bo ston ITewsnaper circulation
During the tv/enties, newspaper circulation grew
faster than did population. In the early thirties, as
radio flourished and depression deepened, newspaper circula-
(l) Borden, ileil H.
,
"UationaU Advertising in Newspapers"
1946 Harvard Universit3?- Press, Cambridge.
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tion fell apprecialDly
,
but increases thereafter returned to
the 1929 level v.-here they remained until the advent of wer-.
Then circulation jumped ahead to new levels under the stimulus
of war news and increased incomes, despite the fact that sub-
scription rates v/ere raisedc These facts are shown in the
follov/ing selected figures of total circulation of the daily
ojQd Sunday Boston newspapers, (See Tables #5 and #6.)
'while not conclusive, this data indica,tes that, if
paid circulation is to be taken as an index of interest, nev/s-
papers have not been less desired by consumers than previously.
The hold of nev;spapers upon their readers has been
strikingly/ demonstrated at tines by strikes affecting the
/
newspaper industry. One of the most drsnatic instances oc-
curred during the strike of the nev/spaper delivery force in
ITew York City from July 2 to July/ 16 inclusive, 1945, bhen
newspap)ers were unavailable from news dealers, thousa.nds of
people v/ent daily’' to the offices of the newspapers, often
standing for severa.1 hours in queues that stretched for blocks
in order to buy papers over the counter. According to d.ata
collected for the Bureau of Advertising, over-the-counter
sales mounted from 246,114 on July/ 2 to 636,817 on July^ 11
end then to 1,256,624 on July 16, Until July/ 12, most of
the papers limited, purchases to one or tv.r) copies. During
the last five d.ays multiple sales w^ere permitted,
(1) "City in the Dark" Pamphlet issued in October, 1945 by
Bureau of Advertising A.IT. P.A.
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Talkie #5
CIRCXJXATICIn of BOSTON DAILY NEWSPAPERS
Herald
Record American Glohe Traveler Post
1928 189,335 298,940 297,621 261,037 399,030
1929 181,090 276,972 303,707 273,732 391,859
1930 200,941 259,460. 303,726 287,545 378,793
1931 228,992 257,237 303,257 288,465 370,051
1932 283,641 257,391 295,626 290,663 372,834
1933 271,620 247,624 276,055 279,926 351,385
1934 293,462 242,685 267,135 279,723 341,454
1935 309,680 246,456 261,596 292,818 342,549
1936 324,260 254,127 262,339 305,746 355,165
1937 334,578 265,865 273,483 316,832 339,799
1938 332,943 238,720 277,717 318 , 430 355,073
1939* 319,401 +’164,760 283,085 335,802 357,834
1940 315,844 + 164,848 283,832 344,440 359,473
1941 316,179 160,366 300,356 348,917 368,273
1942 320 , 646 ¥ 158,523 321,026 357,379 373,938
1943 300 , 535 + 163,500 309,054 352,249 384,173
1944 296,776 + 174,398 302,891 348,315 388,871
1945 324,316 + 182,256 304,244 358,965 386,837
1946 343,105 + 197,227 316,188 381,116 393,008
*Record and American combined and sold as unit.
ALove figures from audited statements -
preceding March 31 each year.
average for yee.r
)
Table #6
CIRCUIATIOK OP EOSTOU SUl\mY R2V/SPAPERS
Advertiser Globe Eerald Post
1928 509,631 335,182 132,069 345,598
1929 495,049 342,724 142,997 344,973
1930 484,370 343,020 145,042 333,995
1931 458,697 349,659 144,397 332,374
1932 448,440 342,767 140,271 330,412
1933 423,568 317,535 129,908 302,853
1934 443,180 312,620 132,801 288,939
1935 495,469 305,299 141,689 281,796
1936 519,788 300,744 150,429 282,477
1937 534,088 311,240 157,150 278,124
1938 532,055 311,801 162,359 268,458
1939 520,961 304,328 163,805 264,862
1940 531,222 305,663 166,783 264,673
1941 525,379 312,506 170,545 263,592
1942 557,459 328,941 182,064 261,005
1943 588,772 347,057 198,942 266,659
1944 587,114 353,282 205,658 274,222
1945 598,653 361,504 207,732 275,279
1946 614,388 388,331 226,348 282,589
Above figures from audited statement
preceding Harch 31 each year*
average for year
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On tliis point, Kenneth S. Olson, Professor of Journalism at
the University of Kissouri, proved that department store ad-
vertising had a 90 » 9^ reader interest as against 9 5/> for the
newspapers’ most popular feature, ranhing ahead of Washington
hews, society news, and foreign nev/s. And, Dr. George Ga.llup
of northwestern University, in presenting to the Hinneapolis
Convention of the American Association of Schools and Depa^rt-
ment of Journalism the findings and conclusions reached in
reader interest surveys for numerous newspapers, said:
"Department Store Advertising is fully as important as news
in attracting i/omen readers."
4. Distrihution of Circulation
Statements of circulation of newspapers were de-
cidedly unrelia^hle prior to the introduction of the recent
methods. The Audit Durean of Circulation requires reports
to he prepared hy the publisher himself twice a year and is-
sues an audited report itself once a. year. The genera.l items
in the two reports are substantially identical. The chief
difference is that the statement prepa^red for the newspapers
gives the distribution of the circulation da.ta in tun ways.
Dirst, it gives the distribution in the city in which the
paper is ptiblished, in the suburban territory, and in more
distant localities. Second, the geographical distribution
is minutely indica.ted; tha.t is, the number of copies dis-
tributed in each city in the vicinity. The advertiser is

35 .
entitled to knov/ v.iiat he huys v/hen he purchases newspaper
space, and he is a,hle to knov/ much more fully the nature of
the space tha.t he hu^rs as a result of these reports that are
availa.hle.
The sales problem is to reach the people v.here they
are concentrated--a,nd one of the advertising problems is to
find those media tha.t penetrate the volume majrket best.
Metropolitan Boston, as defined by the United Sta.tes Census
Bureau, comprises 83 communities including corporate Boston,
and has a population of 2,350,514 persons.
"Prom a merchandising point of view, there is no
such thing as a. city of Boston and outlying surrounding sub-
urbs, Boston is the center of trade and business activities,
and the economic and social life of the entire metropolitan
anea is inextricably bound up v/ith Boston, The separate
political, boundaries within this market unit have little or
no economic significance,
"Although the normal retail trading area is generally
considered as embracing only 52 tovns and cities v.dthin a 25
to oO-mile radius, actually Boston draws trade from si vastly
greater area.. The Boston stores reach deeplj^ into many sec-
(1) Metropolitan Boston is smaller than the Audit Bureau of
Circulation ^ Trading Area, which includes 152 communities
v/ithin 30 miles of Boston and has a. total ponulation of
2,890,204.
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6BOSTOi: 50-llILS TRADING A^:EA
Source: Boston Record- Arnerice^n Research Bepartraent

( 1 )
tions of Nev; Hemp shire, Maine, Vernont, and Rhode
Island.”
Ai-iong the metropolitan areas of the United States,
Boston is fifth in population, first in individual
buying
( 2 )
power, and first in per capita v/ealth ana savings.
Theoretically, a department store should bu^^- space
:r the nev/spaper that penetrates a large segment of this huge
market. Folio v/ing is some interesting data on the communities
v/hich comprise the Boston Market:
(1) Doherty, Richa,rd P. , ”An Analysis of Retail Trade and
Consumer Bujrinp^ Eabits in the Boston Retail Market”
Boston University Bureen of Business Resesa^ch, 1932,
(2) BostonRecord imerican Resee^rch and Marketing Department.
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Table ,''7
CIRGULATIOIT OF ALL
"
BOSTON DAILY Pi\PERS
BOSTON 50-MILE TPJMDING 7LSA
CITIES 8c TOVJITS - 10,000 POPULATION & OVER
(Authority; A. E. C, Audit Maxch 31, 1943)
Record Morning & Eerald
American Evening Globe Traveler Post
Bo Eton 172,222 123,524 143,599 117,017
Arlington 2,031 3,668 5,399 3,579
Belmont 1,629 3,136 5,202 3,212
Bradntree 1,248 1,986 2,211 1,671
Brookline 4,383 7,005 11,866 5,844
Cambridge 22,660 16,799 18,220 16,387
Chelsea 5,760 3,282 2,764 3,947
Dedham ' 590 1,388 1,834 997
Everett 7,054 5,541 4,246 6,036
Lexington 275 948 1,312 662
lynn 12,873 6,003 6,289 8,885
Malden 5,817 5,000 5,407 5,522
Medford 4,129 6,300 5,897 7,041
Melrose 806 2,389 3,551 2,556
Milton 640 1,587 2,865 2,002
Needham 282 1,192 2,284 871 .
Nev.'ton 3,489 6,045 16,124 5,420
Quincy 8,689 8,047 9,885 9,060
Reading 326 1,383 1,564 1,051
Revere 3,651 1,841 2,131 2,833
Saugus 741 1,032 813 1,071
Somerville 13,827 10,858 6,420 11,258
Stoneham 440 1,295 1,067 905
Swamp SCO tt 230 478 1,356 753
Wakefield 601 1,647 1,889 1 , 418
Waltham 2,934 3,085 4,758 3,480
Watertovn 2,688 3,212 3,918 2,870
Wellesley 431 1,107 4,196 734
V/eymouth 1,515 2,479 2,025 1,566
Winchester 427 1,415 2 , 663 1,073
Winthrop 1,282 1,609 2,209 2,153
Woburn 1,324 1,928 1,491 1,729
Andover 419 491 1,086 721
Attleboro 1,832 434 ^ 644 850Beverly 2,176 1,515 2,741 2,994
(cont.
)

CIRCULATION BOSTON DAILY PAPLRS 30-MILE ARLA (CONT. )
Record
American
Morning
Evening
8c Herald
Globe Traveler Post
Brockton 4,770 1,907 3,50S 4,158
Danvers 582 508 770 816
Braminghein 2,272 1,937 2,241 1,879
Gloucester 2,072 958 1,433 1,984
Haverhill 2,724 1,069 1,476 2,893
La\^n‘ence 6,464 1,647 1,892 5,336
Lowell 5,272 1,702 2,158 4,470
Marblehead 420 708 1,699 975
Marlboro 1,009 664 723 965
Methuen 859 255 333 637
Milford 909 442 536 808
Natick 935 1,927 1,353 1,076
No. Attleboro 711 275 342 282
Norv.’ood 1,258 2,237 1,428 1,270
Peabody 1,879 688 897 1,475
Salem 4,205 1,499 3,067 3,425
Taunton 2,938 1,278 1 , 238 1,871
TOTALS 528,700 259,450 315,014 272,488

Table #8
GIRCULATIQH OP EOSTOP DAILY PZ-iPERS
IL'^SACEUSLTTS CITIES & TOWS 10,000 POPUI.TTIQK & OVER
ELYORD CITY 8c SLEUl^BiCjr BOSTON i\RBA
(Authority; A. E. G. Audit March 31, 1943)
Record Morning and Herald
American Evening Globe Tra.veler Post
Adams 160 26 22 455
Anesbury 1,099 675 691 884
Athol 475 827 318 507
Chicopee 822 46 34 144
Clinton 551 205 331 527
Easthampton 105 17 40 64
Pairhaven 90 65 135 141
Pall River 5,965 669 909 3,014
Pitchburg 2,491 697 1,110 1,965
Gardner 936 373 507 696
Greenfield 653 626 385 725
Holyoke 1,727 128 86 399
Leominster 1,109 430 528 616
Nev; Bedford 4,300 772 1,256 2,396
Nev/buryport 1,148 642 912 999
North Adams 357 114 120 1,214
Northampton 319 124 219 302
Northbridge 519 151 163 266
Pittsfield 981 126 202 880
Plymouth 1,038 1,049 941 645
So uthbridge 615 126 265 616
SJjringfield 4,651 647 680 1,209
West Springfield 157 11 21 40
Webster 358 104 114 142
Westfield 246 50 54 129
Worcester 7,006 1,040 1,470 1,328
TOTALS 37,878 9 , 940 11,513 20,30 3
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Table -#9
CIKCUXATIOli OP EOSTOK EAIIY PAPERS
HEW APGLi'AH) CITIES & TObITS
10«000 POPULATION AlTD OVER
(Authority; A, E.C, Audit Marcli 31, 1943)
MAINE
Record
American
Morning and
Evening Globe
Herald
Traveler Post
Auburn 487 9l 130 49
Augusta 373 123 225 421
Bangor 542 189 287 713
Bath 670 319 207 629
Biddeford 1,481 311 205 799
Lev/iston 1,361 193 290 779
Portland 4 , 238. 736 1,260 1,814
South Portlend 201 94 108 168
Rimford 348 97 73 439
Sanford 977 494 231 740
vvatervill e 365 131 222 449
Westbrook 171 29 37 72
TOTALS 11,224 2,807 3,275 7,072
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Berlin 610 2"47 183 1 , 339
Claremont 567 497 265 903
Concord 1,541 864 1,136 1,941
Lover 1,518 1,322 512 1,263
Keene 790 765 497 876
Laconia 864 665 436 1,080
Manchester 5,465 923 1,314 3,504
Nashua 2,885 883 863 1,846
Portsmouth 2,985 1,517 1,109 1,785
Rochester 1,229 1,193 418 863
TOTALS 18,454 8,876 6,733 15,400
Barre 119
VEH-IONT
157 138 625
Bennington 60 51 30 93
Brattleboro 166 426 225 473
Burlington 74 93 115 277
Rutland 137 101 55 161
TOTALS 556 828 563 1,629
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Ta.'ble #10
CIRCULATION OP AIL EOS TON DAILY PAPLPL
NLV ENGLAND CITIES & T0\vN3
10,000 POPULATION"and OVER
(Authority; A.E.C, Audit » Harch 31 » 194 3)
RHODE ISLAIiP
Bristol
Central Palls
Cranston
.Cumherland
Johnston
Lincoln
Nev.-port
Pawtucket
Providence
E. Providence
N. Providence
Warwick
V. Warwick
Westerly
Woonsocket
TOTALS
Record Morning and Herald
American Evening Globe Traveler Po
357 18
957 6
906 19
175 5
17 -
221 6
5,969 897
6,049 110
14,707 537
1,134 29
284 4
322 22
585 -
569 57
3,048 129
35,300 1,839
17 56
68
13 142
- 35
22
929 1,615
122 445
862 1,738
27 99
3
23 62
1 5
53 431
107 623
2,154 5V344
NEW ENGLAND (excluding CONNECTICUT)-^
Boston (30mi.) 328,700 259,450 315,014 272,488
Massachusetts 37,878 9,940 11,513 20,303
(beyond 30)
Maine 11,224 2,807 3,275 7,072
New Hampshire 18,454 8,876 6,733 15,400
Vemnont 556 828 563 1,629
Rhode Island 35,300 1,839 2,154 5,344
TOTALS 432,112 283,740 339,252 322,236
^Connecticut has been omitted from computation as it more
properly falls v/ithin the zone of influence of New York,

Table #11
LINAG5 RATSS OR BOSTON KSVSPAP5RS
Total
NEVSPAiPERS Circulation
Rate
per
Line
Rate
per
Milline
Kerald-Traveler (Daily) 405,174 .35 .86
Sunday Herald 256,060 .24 .94
Sunday Herald-Svening Tra-veler 508,897 .35 .59
Globe (Morning & Evening Combined) 326,317 .30 .92
Sunday Globe 418,208 .35 .84
Sunday Globe-Evening Globe 607,334 .45 .74
Post (morning) 431,124 .30 .70
Sunday Post 281,838 .24 .85
Sunday Post-Morning Post 712,962 .45 .63
Record-American (Daily) 598,169 .35 .59
Sunday Advertiser 638,145 .30-. 25 . 47- . 39
Sunday Advertis er-Record-American 1>236,314 .65-. 60 . 53- . 49
Sources;
Circulation - A, B. C. Publishers* Statements 9/30/46
Rates - Rate Cards, Boston Newspapers
I
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The Boston Record- AaericE;.n leads in circulo.tion
in the Boston oO-nile trading erea, hut the Herald-Traveler
leads in the so-celled "noney centers" - Brookline, Beli'-iont,
ITevrton, Heedham, and \vellesley. Beyond the city and suhurhan
Boston area., the Record-Anerican has the largest circulation
and the Post runs second vith the Herald- Traveler and C-lohe
following in order.
In order to rea.ch prospective custoners in Hahne,
HeV Henp shire, Veriaont, and Rhode Island, sta.tistics prove
it vnuld he vise for the Boston department stores to adver-
tise in the Boston Post and the Record-itoerican, The Post
is considered a good luahl-order paper as it has a large out-
of-tov,n circulation. The Record-American has the largest
circula,tion and circulates mostly in the thickly populated
towns. This paper is considered excellent for low-price
merchandise to produce large volume sales. The Glohe has
its largest circulation in Boston (30-mile limit) and this
medium seems to he good for reaching the stea.dy trade.
5 . Hevsraper Rates
newspaper rates are often the ha.sis for selecting
which nev/spaper is to he used hy a particular department
store, hut it is sho\'/n hy the voluiae of advertising carried
hy the different nev7spapers that advertising space is not
bought on the basis of rate alone.
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TaTole #12
Econony Ecnkiny of Ilewspa-pers
Daily Circulation
Total
Circulation
Linage
Linage Rank
Milline
Rate
,
(a)
Rank
Record-American 35 598,169 913,592 4 .59 1
Po st 30 431,124 2,040,568 2 .70 2
Her aid- Tr av el er 35 405,174 2,611,577 1 .86 3
Globe (AM & PM) 30 326,317 1,819,681 .92 4
Advertiser 26
Sunday;
638,145 730 , 438 4 .40 1
Sunday Globe 35 418,208 1,429,631 2 .84 2
Po st 24 281,838 1,295,603 3 .85 3
Herald 24 256,060 1,981,894 1 .94 4
(a) The milline rs.te is figured on the rate effective Janue.ry
1, 1947 against the A. B. C. Circulation average for nine
months ending September 30, 1946, Milline rate is the
cost per line per million circulation.
Table #12 reveals how the some nev/spapers rank in
deportment store a,dvertising for 1946. Eor comparative pur-
poses, the ranking from an econom^r standpoint is also shov.n,
A standsrd of relationship should be of value as a general
guide to the advertiser purchasing space. It should, there-
fore, provide a basis from vhich to gauge the variation of a
perticulcr newspa,per o.nd for isolating and weighing other fac-
tors, such as quality circulation. By reference to the actual
circulation of a newspaper and to the "normal nilline" rate
the advertiser can often approximate the position of a news-
paper and investigo,te reasons for varia.tions above or below
the standard. The Sunday Herald ha-s the highest milline rate
of any Boston newspaper and ranks first in department store
linage. The Sunday Advertiser has the lowest milline rate and
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also ha,s the lovest linage figures. This seems to be the
converse of norme,l situations, but Boston department store
advertisers as a group believe that "quality" circiilation
is much more advantageous than "quantity" circulation.
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III. Analysis of the Advertising: Linage of Sight
Bo ston Bepartnent Stores
ihialysis of Linage - Chandler & Company
Chandler & Company’s advertising linage has fol-
lov/ed the general pattern of the total department store ad-
vertising linage curve. In 1928 Chandler & Company placed
a tota.1 of 872,097 lines in Boston nev/spa.pers , and in 1946
they placed 1,117,127 lines a,s compared v/ith 694,956 lines
in 1941.
It is interesting to note that until the year 1942
Chandler’s did not use Sunday nev/spapers for advertising pur-
poses vhich vas t3rpica.l of several other stores. Of further
interest is the fact that Chandler’s nov/ uses more linage in
the Sunday Herald than in any other Sunday newspaper, at one
time placing 96,4 per cent of its total in the HeraAd. when
newspaper rationing v/as inaugurated in 1943 the Boston Post
a considerable gain of Chandler’s linage, receiving 26,8 per
cent of the Sunday linage as against 3,7 per cent in 1942,
Chandler & Company is definitely in fa.vor of the
so-called "quality" circulation a.s is evidenced by the large
amount of advertising placed in the Herald, It places little
faith in mass circulation which is proved by the fact that it
places only about 2,5 per cent of its linage in the Sunday
Advertiser - Record-American combination,
.Although Chandler & Company is sixth in total nev/s-
paper advertising, this store planed more fur advertising in

48
Boston nev/spapers then any other Boston department store in
1946, Vomen’s Coats, Suits and Dresses v:ere the major items
advertised hy Chandler’s, about 400,000 a.gate lines being
used for this purpose.
In 1946 Chandler’s placed a total of 9,125 lines
in the Record-American, Of this total, 2,203 lines were
used for upstamrs advertising and 6,922 lines for ba.sement
advertising. In 1945 Chandler’s used 33,945 lines in the
Record-American of which 23,133 lines were for upsta.irs a.d-
vertising and 10,112 lines for basement advertising. This
gives every further indication that the main aim of the up-
stairs store is to reanh the higher income bracket.
Linage Source - Media Records, Inc

1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
19^
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
49
Table :A'13
LINAGE - GKAITDIER & COICPAF/
Daily
Record
Evening
American
Morning & Morning Her-
Evening Globe aid Morning Post
24
,
664
"
287,795 ^14,928 154,652
462 7,142 171,906 179,709 112,060
7,151 168,174 213,477 79,404
2,404 7,526 203,416 260,119 97,418
836 3,846 131,479 249,803 78,104
11,225 135,412 212,072 80,438
15,648 99,043 185,206 83,037
124 16,333 118,299 180,627 52,296
340 18,018 129,927 221,929 55,716
192 16,699 86,315 253,075 79,151
8,995 2,539 102,464 253,707 89,125
15,433 77,044 338,972 139,760
14,189 58,035 303,280 142,327
18,752 143,361 297,622 145,952
10,641 159,648 279,926 129,619
39,768 130,741 285,141 141,760
19,238 94,138 224,941 137,372
25,560 110,339 245,475 146,384
7,464 108,589 270,108 165,755
Sunday Sunday Sunday Sunday Evening
Advert is er GOobe Herald Post Transcript
-
- - - 190,058
-
-
- - 139,591
-
- - - 79,086
-
-
- - 137,007
-
•> 49,624 1,839 106,515
- 2,692 71,425 — 86,024
1,618 9,175 72,818 8,568 46,423
1,488 21,020 78,576 1,651 35,863
480 32,348 81,874 8,442 28,927
- 16,699 78,057 13,823 11,530
1,288 17,054 62,561 13,375 15,691
292 5,936 83,865 11,811 4,842
- 8,131 74,633 X6 , 241 5,679
752 39,582 99,282 7,173 264
3,567 15,626 109,332 4,948
6,887 70,743 183,718 37,854
2,001 75,142 199,094 72,600
9,979 79,877 220,600 113,771
6,199 83,125 320,190 155,697
- linage Source - 1-Iedia Records, Inc.
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iing.lysi s Line.pje - \]&n, Filene * s Sons 00013any
Pilene’s linage also follov;ed the genere.l pattern
of the advertising curve. It reached its pre-war peak in 1929,
fell off sharply in 1933, recovered slightly in 1935, and re-
raained fairly stead3^ until 1943, The great increase was in
the Sunday linage; the daily e.ggregate has not yet reached
the 1929 figure.
Despite the fa.ct tha.t Pilene^s purchases a large '
volurae of advertising, there is clear evidence that this de-
partment store pla.ces an even amount of its a.dvertising in
the Glooe, Post, and Herald, with the Advertiser and Record-
Araericc-n receiving a very sna.ll portion of the tota.l linage.
The efiects of nev/spaper rationing are e.gain evident in the
years 1944 and 1945.
Second largest retail advertiser in Boston nev/s-
paper s, Pilene’s has the distinction of being the la.rgest
department store millinery and shoe advertiser in Boston,
sales probably justifying ’the advertising expenditure. In
1946 319,158 lines v/ere used by Pilene’s for the advertising
of dresses.
In accordance v.dth their store policy, Pilene^s
placed more institutional advertising in 1944, 1945 and 1946
than any other Boston department store.

1928
1929
1950
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
lf45
1946
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1954
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
53
Table
Llb'AGE - “SOES GQMPAITY
II SACK EOSTOIT IEi]vvSF.:'iPER
Daily
Reco-rd
Evening
American
Morning and Morning
Evening Globe Herald
Morning
Post
96,709 157,295 693,331 449,274 498,505
86,259 125,032 699,509 492,626 564,734
117,112 58,292 707,430 555,132 526,360
197,045 67,197 665,646 598,912 433,651
158,435 35,572 531,135 528,360 329,871
94,502 21 , 518 421,809 426,517 255,498
147,686 35,830 511,396 557,240 273,033
143,872 21,877 516,536 621,238 316,665
175,475 31,636 555,798 627,508 347,713
186,256 35,455 512,588 656,427 393,105
163,586 14,940 488,024 623,678 431,553
123,479
,
471,332 614,259 423,344
139,295 478,501 606,-309 393,170
133,949 552,291 672,945 393,677
147,052 531,598 640,418 403,664
158,214 496,390 589,224 422,012
171,254 401,025 555,790 ' 577,864
169,373 412,195 533,459 575,034
188,724 444,607 560,899 551,208
Sunday Sunday
Advertiser Globe
Sunday
Herald
Sunday
Post
Evening
Transcript
11,259 163,403 91,619 T53‘,‘gT5 55',"679
5,880 167,440 98,318 158,849 52,075
5,527 158,511 112,684 148,450 52,803
2,785 146,768 158,637 134,705 37,906
4,314 119,676 161,502 117,356 26,392
1,685 102,150 158,791 105,105 16,647
11,535 136,932 19 3,0 o9 132,254 17,220
4,136 144,248 180,710 118,911 35,058
11,307 144,002 198,391 124,561 31,068
6,067 136,122 197,923 125,098 15,048
8,748 148,323 206,933 129,946 17 , 247
4,837 142,838 210,897 124,538 20,788
8,156 132,694 190,856 111,735 5,243
9,378 151,016 196,436 110,205 6,040
21,650 156,297 2'20,843 127,457
51,508 182,582 247,802 199,721
35,408 192,796 286,283 273,157
44,959 208,479 308 , 809 276,361
57,954 344,869 426,034 321,176
Linage Source - !Media. Records
,
Inc,
ft
pjnc: j 0? Fii- Li].:.re. iv
30ST0I: DAILY IAlLSP-A'LR
daily
1928 |5«©;ai; 35.5 25.6 s 1,950,793
1929
,
^4.6 27.9 12,020,235
1930 Hi -ae.i i^oi7ii29
1931 9.-'+. So. 3 21.7 f2,000,357
1932 -.9 i 33.0 20.5 11,609,765
1933 S4.1 |^^^S!;:ocC7' 1:^236^491
1934
^ 9.6_| 33.2 t^^;i^;f5^^^^a7.7
^
'1,542,405
1935 19.1 'j' 1,655,246
1936 o 9
'
^
'=^14 i9 6 1,769,198
1937 10. si's 28.5
'
•
’Si . 8 ) 1,799,879
1938
j,
• > •
- H
1,739,028
1939 7.5 28,5 - ' 25.6 j 1,653,202
1940 8.6
i
29.5 |S8jIa'^^5S 24.2 'l, 622, 518
1941 7.6’ 31.4 " 22.4
|a, 758, 902
1942 s-i
.
30-9 I^;^^^3 ...as.-4..'(1,722,732
L943 9*5
i
29.8 25.3 .1,665,840
L944 10.0, 25.5 33.9 1,705,933
1945 10.0, 24.4 W^ii^*&^,Ji 34.0 1,690,061
L946 .jource- lled.ia Records^ Inc, 1,755,438
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DCSTOP SU1P.P' ppv/si;o::dh
PO.ST
/
1940 f 29,9
32.31941 h
24.
2
mw-
1942 ^'0 29.7
stt:[T)ay
TOTAL
“
1928 j; 38.9 36.6 420,095
1929 / 58.9 36.9 430,487
1930 i 37.3 34.9 425,172
1931
^
33.2 30.4 442,895
1932
^
29,7 402,848
1933 j/ 27.8 • 28. 6_ 367,731
1934 i 08 Q - 27 9 473,760
448,0051935^ 32.2 26.6
1936 \ 30.8
'
'ilAtSfe''''', ^6.0 479,061
1937 ^ 29.3 26.9 : 465,210
1938 r 30.0 ;’'^-WAa.r;4l.9 26.3 493,950
1939 - 29.6 25.8 483,110
443,441
467,035
526,247
1943 7.6j 26.8 29.3 681,613
j1944 24.5 -4.7 787,644
1945 .24.9
1946 1,150,033
Linc^e Source - lledia Leco^ ds, Inc
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Analysis of Lina.p:e - Gilchrist Com-pany
There are mrny sharp irregularities in Gilchrist’s
advertising linage as compared v.dth the total Boston depart-
ment store linage figures. The principal movements of Gil-
christ’s linage are not directly traceable to an index of
general business. Gilchrist’s reached its a.ll-tine adver-
tising high in 1929 by placing 1,590,525 lines in Boston
nev/spapers, and its aJ.l-time lov/, not in 1933, but in 1942
when the total was 775,508 lines. Their total for 1946, the
year v/hen the highest advertising linage ever recorded v/as
placed by other stores, is still approximately 450,000 lines
less than their 1929 total.
It is evident from the linage data that Gilchrist’s
may be
. follov.dng the principal of greater Advertising v;hen
sales are scarce and limited advertising when sales are plen-
tiful.
During the late twenties and early thirties Gilchrist’
v/as a heavy advertiser in the Globe. In 1938 more linage v/as
planed in the Herald, but in 1943 nev/spaper rationing forced
the company to use the Boston Post, going from 66,779 lines in
1942 to 199,416 lines in 1943,
In 1946, one of the years v/hen electrical appliances
were at an all-time sca:,rcity, Gilchrist’s v/as the only Boston
department store to advertise electric refrigeradors
,
and in
1944 they advertised more radios than any other Boston depart-
* »
'
^
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ment store.
Although Gilchrist’s is far doxm on the list as
far as total advertising linage is concerned, it is second
in furniture a,dvertising; and, too, Gilchrist’s divides its
advertising fairly equally among the various departments in
the store with no one department predominating.

TaMe :/-17
LINAGE - GILCHRIST COIOPAI'TY
IH EACH BOSTON NB\\^Pi^JER
Daily
Record
Evening
American
Morning and Morning
Evening Globe Herald
Morning
Post
1928 70,45S' 230,877 129,049 409,362
1929 142,173 177,780 367,556 169,222 400,105
1930 13,687 288,794 435,829 170,357 348,387
1931 84,063 185,959 399,339 173,309 285,585
1932 64,857 172,570 352,759 175,738 210,902
1933 57,884 109,273 225,018 137,628 100,465
1934 40,624 78,574 253,255 172,244 115,765
1935 - - 248,624 197,636 139,772
1936 — 244,097 208,597 132,051
1937 - 1,824 216,090 280,365 129,389
1938 47,212 29,876 194,028 248,942 108,969
1939 106,041 201,014 232,957 111,798
1940 120,201 150,695 177,305 96,063
1941 123,508 150,114 176,565 79,228
1942 110,871 162,858 177,637 65,823
1943 92,340 154,062 197,464 104,737
1944 103,732 107,139 208,469 227,671
1945 109,213 109,322 186,617 225,462
1946 103,618 69,151 168,275 154,348
Sunday
Advertiser
Sunday
Globe
Sunday
Herald
Sunday
Post
Evening
Transcript
1928 18,339 230,877 S8,8S3 ^7,386
1929 7,753 239,270 23,376 59,606 3,684
1930 23,247 247,780 34,637 51,998 2,721
1931 27,758 256,151 24,417 39,224 1,516
1932 25,525 221,854 52,009 30,200 1,251
1933 6,068 175,351 45,134 10,438 -
1934 31,515 173,960 60,484 12,244 75
19 35 - 159,020 57,652 9,282 -
1936 - 145,681 63,988 15,997 688
1937 1,755 141,056 83,092 11,247 —
1938 14,268 111,590 80,842 6,977 201
1939 10 ,078 88,317 97,349 9,428 1,180
1940 11,773 96,554 122,831 6,173 75
1941 11,343 98,457 122,147 3, 537 88
1942 16,399 102,345 138,619 956
1943 39,978 115,935 122,733 94,679
1944 41,007 125,713 121,639 191,685
1945 49,820 145,273 148,546 206,425
1946 58,545 208,140 201,153 151,908
Linage Source - Media Records, Inc.
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Triple
OP GILGI'II^T’S LIlAGi: i: IL-^
BOSTOi: DAILY
TLALS- DAILY
RLCCRD .1L5E. GLOBE HSRAID POST GRIPT TOT.'JL
1928
( U- - A /
16.2 15.2 29.8 11,4 36.3 7
L 1 L. _ L. ^ . J
1,129,1.36
1929 1.1.3,14.1 29.2 \ 31.7 '^ 1,260,520
1930 22.9 34.6 I 3.5 1 27.7 \ 5.1,259,775
1931 7.4 16.5 35.4
_
25.3 •-1,129,771
1932 6.6^ 17,6
^
36.1
- A 5 - 978,077
1933 9.2
,
17.3
,
35.7 16.0' 630,268
1934 6.2,11.9^ . 39.3 \ 17.5 660,537
1935 42.4 23.9 586 ,032
1936 41.7 rtea^A’'.AA 22.6 585,433
1937
15
.
j
'
-E ";20.6 627,668
1938 7.5;4jS 30.8 &• ; ‘ 17.3 629,228
1939 16,2
,
,
30.8 17.1 652,990
1940 22.1,
,
‘ 27.7 fc:‘3S^6 17.6 544,339
1941 28.4 ^ ^ 15.0 529,503
1942 ,.21.4 31.5 112.7 517,189
1943 ,;,16.8
,
28.1 ; *-l:.r'-S6',.C'2' i 19.1 .548,603
194^
•-
- V
16,0
,
16.6 35.2 647.011
194.. 17.3
,
17.3 i,-^iSSMS&L 35,8 6.30,614
1946
,
495,392
iL^ I. —
Linage Source - *-edia Eecords, Inc
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Ta~ble -,!^18a
GILGK JSTlo
oLn^D^VY iT.gy/3?-Ap'^-^
^ • n tT
’i_t • L
SUIJDAY
;a>v2Rtissr glose hst^aid post totyj:
1928 3 66.8 i.4- 19.5
_ .1 . r - .i . . ...
345,425
1929 \ 72.5 |7a:j 18.1 330,005
1930 6.5j 69,3 p.7 14,
5
357,662
1931 6
.
0
,
73.7 j7.0;11.3 347,550
1932 7.7, 67.3 ;JB.8 ,9.S 329,588
1933 \ '74.0 236,991
1934 11.3^ 62.5 278,203
1935 70.4 4J. 225,954
1936 64.6 225,666
1937 \r 59.5
’
y > 4.8 237,150
1938 &.n
.
52.2 213,677
1939 43.0 ' f-® 205,172
1940 5.0
' ’
40.7 -1
-~—
-4 —tail .•,. - .r ....I • jawb. —1— -'>«
237,331
1941
'
4^1 - 41.8 \ :,.
' 235,484
1942 6,3 39.6 y \ 258,319
1943 D.7 31.1 ,32.9
1
25.3 . 373,325
1944 8.5
U.
26.2*^ 39.9 480,044
1945 9.1
i
26.4 fc,::27:r'r 37.5 550,064
1946 619,756
Linage Source - Iledia !i.:ecord3, inc.
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r. ^Inalysis ^ Linsfce - ^ Zi Hovey Compciny
The data on Koyey’s line^e presents a.n interesting
picture. Hovey’ s did not rea.ch its high point until 1931,
Unlike the other Boston Department Stores, Hovey 's placed
more linage in 1931 than in 1929. The recession e:xperienced
hy genereJ. business in 1938 is e:xpressed in Hovey’ s lineage
figures, but it is noticeable tha.t in most cases the reces-
sion in advertising became severe only a.fter the recession
in general business was well in progress.
Evident at once is the increased use of the Sunday
Advertiser and the Record-American. Hovey ’s is sacrificing
the "quality" circulation for the "quantity" circulation, and
though the results of this change ane not available a.t pres-
ent, they will be interesting to note.
In 1945 Hovey’ s pla.ced appro ximateljr 25 per cent of
its advertising in each of the Boston nev/spapers, having the
most equal distribution of any Boston department store. The
Post’s portion of Hovey’ s linage followed the general trend
going from 4 per cent of the total in 1942 to 24.6 per cent
of the total in 1944, \/hich again showed the results of nev/s-
paper rationing,
C. F, Hovey Company is the fourth largest Boston
retail a.dvertiser in Boston nev/spapers, Hovey ’s used 69,580
agate lines to a.dvertise curtains and draperies in 1946 and
96,249 lines on v/omen’s dresses.
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19 26
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
l9W
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
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Table #19
U.]^AGE - H KQViry C01^2PAI^2»^
IN EACH BOSTON NE^vEPAPEH
Daily
Record
Evening
American
Morning end Morning
Evening; Globe Herald
Horning
Po st
12,743 35,98^ 192,690 96,094 206,9'i6
3,956 38 , 448 187,632 135,324 218,458
9,618 3,216 143,220 201,226 180,906
20,137 19,292 240,771 233,993 120,157
19,426 28,976 212,160 198,069 82,035
15,364 9,912 181,461 146,981 51,219
6,563 15,215 193,960 179,161 32,645
7,882 18,598 194,013 177,265 59,820
9,212 64,539 177,156 195,219 44,716
17,951 65,703 190,445 173,203 62,583
39,949 10 , 519 210,243 196,530 38,513
50,193 220,984 180,291 42,838
74,070 225,143 194,535 62,322
59,871 200,104 185,874 43,103
63,240 216,846 201,739 30,741
72,923 208,677 173,797 38,565
75,563 154,560 144,264 125,496
112,202 150,170 154,357 139,977
124,236 166,624 174,415 120 , 382
Sunday
Advertiser
Sunday
Globe
Sunday
Herald
Smiday Evening
Post Transcript
10,084 185,736 75,535 4,132 13,407
1,485 186,217 89,119 22,866 5,805
3,545 224,584 99,712 28,810 3,367
6,858 228,166 135,783 25,198 944
6,591 195,729 116,846 27,647 1,495
4,876 144,504 85,344 16,136 907
14,650 152,907 1)7,077 8,142 2,257
16,130 155,270 111,776 13,807 3,519
45,487 151,433 113,586 15,035 1,809
58,263 114,625 128,779 10,858 1,483
68,443 114,464 109,704 5,405 346
83,080 86,139 137,920 12,385 —
62,664 95,377 164,777 10,905 184
55,786 116,134 154,102 3,629 110
81,309 91,741 141,627 467
177,793 117,016 141,250 32,960
140,562 119,864 161,665 137,335
159,890 143,519 158,935 134,002
210,910 202,599 222,316 132,299
Linage Source - Media Records
,
Inc,
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0? HOVI^Y’S LliYiGi
BOSTOr SBiYJ.Y!' ,v3P 1-.
HI
]R
i^VZRTISER GL0B2 mmm>
smmAY
P08T TOTAl
1928 i| 67.4 - 275,487
I
1929 jv 62.1 299,687
1930 63.0 3 56", 6 51
1931 37.6 396,005
1932 56.4 346,813
f
1933
,
57,6 250,860
1934 5.2 ' 54.1 1
282,776
1935 296,983
1936 14.0
1
46.5 1
325,541
1937 18.6
j
36.7 - 312,525
1938 23.0 38.4
L ;
298,016
1939 26.0
i
) 319,524
1940 18.8 38.6 333,723
1941 16.9 i -35.2 ^ ^ ^ 329,651 |
1942 25.8 -29.1 . 315,144
1943 57.9 ! 25.0
1
1 J
1
-
1
7,qI
it -4-
. Ll
469,019
1944 25.1
j
21.4 '24.6 559,426
1945 26.8 ^ S4.1 ^|®^^^|,' ''2'2.5' 596,346
1946
1
1
768,123
- Iledia Records, Inc.Linage Source
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E. Analysis of Linay e - Jordan II sr- sh Coni-:"any
Jordan’s is by far the largest single departraent
store a^dvertiser in Boston. Jordan’s was one of the three
department stores that did not advertise in any Sunday nev;s-
papers until 1950. They reached an all-time high in da.ily
linage by using a total of 3,058,059 lines. Jordan’s lina.ge
curve followed the principal movements of the business curve
reaching a. low point in 1933 a.nd recovering therea^fter.
The recession of 1958 is not reflected in the
linage figures, and if it v.^ere not for newspaper rationing
the total v/ould probably have increased at a. faster rate.
In 1946, Jordan’s planed 5,193,115 lines in Boston newspapers
vhich was more than Eilene’s and Vi/hite’s combined.
Jordan’s linage in Boston papers follov/s a set
pa.ttern thnough the years. In the daily papers approximately
40 per cent of the total is placed in the Kera.ld, 30 per cent
in the Globe, 20 per cent in the Post, and 10 per cent in the
pLCcord-Americ an. In 1943 the Post increased to aboiit 28 per
cent of the total, this being a further result of newspaper
rationing combined vdth the decreased rate put into effect by
the Boston Post.
The Sunday trend is somewhat more erralic than the
daily trend, but Jordan’s places approximately 35 per cent of
its nevrspaper advertising in the Sunday Herald, 35 per cent
in the Suno.ay Globe, 15 per cent in the Post, and the remaining
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15 per cent in the Advertiser. These percentages mean little
ai’ter 1945 as rationing was in effect and the Boston Post was
the only newspa.per on which newsprint rationing had little
effect. Hardest hit vrere the Boston Globe and the Sunday
Advertiser.
V;ith the exception of v.-omen^s shoes, knit underv/ea,r,
silk, muslin underwear and ^ips, millinery s.nd furs, Jordan’s
placed more linage in Boston newspapers than any other Boston
department store for aAl merchandise. In 1946 Jordan Marsh
Company used 584,804 lines to a.dvertise toilet goods and drugs.
Since most of the a.dvertising of cosmetics and toiletries is
paid for by the manufacturer in proportion to the amount bought
by the retailer, the linage figures Indicate that Jordan’s sold
more cosmetics than Pilene’s, bhite’s, Hovey’s and Gilchjrist’s
combined, who placed a total of 539,514 lines of toilet goods
and drug advertising in Boston newspapers,
Jordan’s used a tota.l of 551, 251 lines of a.dvertising
to promote the sale of dresses and 174,188 lines for men’s
furnishings. Their use of lange space is certainly justified
by their ^60 ,000 ,000-» sales figure per year.
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Table #21
LIIIAGE - JOKDAIT HARSH GOI^IFiiHY
IH SACK 50STC1T m-ZSTAPER
Daily
Record
Evening
American
Horning and Horning
Evening Globe Herald
Horning
Post
1928 15,646 310,710 798,555 861,868 6S9,'5G6"
1929 3,000 168,588 861,564 977,034 675,860
1950 14,019 87,786 820,595 918,257 585,099
1931 33,692 63,449 718,222 803,327 504,642
1932 57,911 149,636 588,993 709,285 343,793
1953 26,089 83,511 399 , 549 543,750 259 ,063
1934 48,574 113,651 437,189 639,129 291,816
1935 55,125 . 158,380 495,607 675,502 318,999
1936 45,987 180,277 549,498 710,156 357,372
1957 55,756 165,748 557,459 737,077 373,886
1938 101,452 45,200 558,816 756,358 429,213
1939 131,011 652,448 825,952 518,009
1940 158,846 664,757 991,082 595,428
1941 172,509 816,989 1,083,268 618,840
1942 164,027 767,673 1,011,421 510,276
1943 204,852 692,652 941,992 549,646
1944 201,276 567,649 891,279 642,213
1945 244,483 530,694 838,915 685,078
1946 310,636 697,101 1,076,989 779,071
Sunday
Advertiser
Sunday
Globe
Sunday
Herald
Sunday
Post
Evening
Transcript
1928 - - — - 413,179
1929 - - - - 372,013
1930 2,047 153,223 205,138 115,122 162,234
1931 7,847 230,181 281,309 129,790 122,948
1932 30,131 208,899 279,756 116,127 95,674
1933 22,458 222,149 250,861 87,680 61,056
1934 58,525 246,745 263,864 110,106 101,320
1935 86,469 254,693 263,131 137,105 120,718
1936 142,191 299,153 288,334 168,197 102,424
1937 189,666 293,051 306,492 168,922 95,466
1938 190,819 306,100 352,051 135,067 69,999
1939 242,653 323,134 333,518 138,730 71,273
1940 163,565 357,783 369,204 154,330 71,790
1941 130,897 365,422 421,705 142,743 20,328
1942 181,426 377,376 449,746 106,482
1943 254,559 353,715 469,457 337,420
1944 218,627 325,142 586,070 497,375
194-5 242,251 571,601 651,671 444,189
1946 311,092
Linage
574,755 906,619
Source - Media Records,
536,847
Inc.
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HEOOED GLOEE m^MSD POST
T:EJ;;S- EAILY
-TOTAI.
1928
j
p—T-‘
26 .
3
P^5r??S^Si3' 81.0 13.6. 3,039,463
1929
1
^5.5 28.2 1
r I
22.1 '12.2 3,058,059
1930 j
A,
r/ 31.7 L '22*6 fe.3 2,587,990
1931 3a.O
.
S2.5, iW 2,246,280
1932
.
3d.
6
Jf1,923,292
1933 ;6,2
1
29.5 |l7.7 1,353,018
1934 : 26,8
. 1 J5^2 1,631,679
1935 ^i»S.7
,
27,2
1 •
17.5 !^3.6 1,824,331
1936 ^9.3; 28,2 ; is 1,945,714
1
1937 l?i8. 4 2S.1 «18.8 ff
t,
,
1,985,392
1938 5,2i" '[ '28.5
raar?ps?i'imssp!S :tmmmMmm- ,21.9 1 1,961,018
1939
i
fisi 2,198,693
1940 6.4
«
n C Q 1k -.24.0 2,481,903
1941 6.4 30.1 ,fS,711,934
1942 6.7
1
'
'a il l2o.,a
^.-., t'j « *
2,453,397
1943 8.6 j' 23.0
j
2,389,142
1944 8,7
1
24.7 1 s69. 2,302,417
1945 10.6 23.1
1
S9.8
J
2 , 299,170
1946
1
2,863,797
linage Source - Eedia Records, Inc
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Table #22a
i^.cji'TaGt: 0? ijllagl i;_ i;ach
BOSTOl. SU11D.-.Y TY\;SP^\IEH
SUM)AY
ADV:£YVI3ER OTv)S!!: TOTAX
1928 0
1929 ;
L_ . ^
0
1930 ' j' 3 2-. 2 24*2 475,530
1931 i 75.5 . 20.6
649,127
1932 4.9 32.9 , j V-. % J ^ 18.3 " : 634,913
1933 3,9 38.1
;
583,148
1934 8*6! '36 .3 If 'S&i-9
j
16.2
1
679,240
1935
1
1
:
i8v5
’
741,398
1936 15.9 1 33.3 897,875
1937 19.8
I
SO. 6 ^ S' 'if. 6*
-’*
- 4
958,131
1938 19.4 i 31.1
^
984,037
1939 23,4
^
31.1 jr 1,038,040
1940 16.0 i 32.9 15.1 1,024,882
1941 12.3* 34.4 1^.5 ;1, 060, 767
1942 16.3
j
33.8 9.6 1,115,030
1
1943 ,'18.0 25.0 1 _ 23 .
8
1,415,151
1944 13.4? 20.0
L- -i_
f- ,w • .
'
iJli' '-
•“’
1,627,212
1
1945 14.2 1 21.7
t_ • '*
! 1,709,712
1
1946
—. , , , ,J
1
2,329,318
i
Linage Source - liedia Records, Inc,
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P. ;'mal.vsis of lina.F;e - Ra^n.iond ’ s Inc
,
In 1929 Raymond’s purchased 1,297,^454 lines in
Eoston newspapers, and this figure has not been topped by
that store since that year, Rajrmond’s lina,ge has not fol-
lowed the general trend. In 1933 the total lina,ge was
807,317 and in 1938, the recession year,^ it reached the low
point vdth 489,985 lines. The increa-se has been slow and
in the boom yean of 1946 Raymond’s had purchased less ad-
vertising linage (728,554 lines) than they did in the de-
pression year of 1933.
Ra3rmond’s, more than Gilchrist’s, followed the
point of view of folio vdng the business cycle conversely;
that is, decrease the advertising effort when sales are
easily obtained and increase the effort when sales ane dif-
ficult to obtain.
The long-range results of this policy wdll malce an
interesting study.
In 1945 Ra37mond’s placed 46,6 per cent of its daily
advertising in the Boston Herald, This is panticulcrly in-
teresting since the Herald is considered to be the newspaper
wiiich is read by the '•monej'’ class” people of Boston and Ray-
mond’s is generally considered to be a store whose customers
ane of lov/ and middle- low income brackets.
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Talkie #25
LIKAGS - RUmomS , 1‘EC,
lie SACK JiOSTOiT liAVvSiFAiPER
Daily
Record
Evening
American
Morning and Morning
Evening Globe Herald
Morning
Post
1928 24,464 78,983 255,361 103,559
1929 11,492 70,986 297,491 209,290 93,529
1930 1,000 50,070 256,112 226,490 71,554
1931 - 33,642 355,397 327,267 75,021
1932 — 56,051 301,260 251,119 119,615
1933 1,794 29,442 221,745 189,563 116,892
1934 2,483 22,383 208,832 206,600 170,695
1935 7,937 19,006 262,827 264,346 168,111
19 36 9,983 17,981 194,164 142,717 86,548
1937 30,502 31,820 143,942 139,192 79,020
1938 24,875 4,875 132,621 110,035 48,046
1939 26,279 141,340 128,859 72,730
1940 54,383 139,244 87,965 78,806
1941 69,432 172,994 142,752 • 35,817
1942 101,262 149,698 141,225 8,535
19 43 90,930 114,271 112,725
1944 68,429 75,459 80,911
1945 62,125 55,828 103,055
1946 83,513 40,423 102,488
Sunday
Advertiser
Sunday Globe Sunday
Herald
Sunday
Post
Evening
Transcript
1928 21,826 242,547 130,964 178,'STS 13,4^7
1929 24,840 280,809 138,210 153,366 17,441
1930 9,025 264,592 165,056 131,799 15,388
1931 24,308 251,730 148,958 107,436 14,249
1932 5,078 171,672 83,954 62,644 14,018
1933 552 163,394 47,548 23,826 12,561
1934 3,657 169,888 38,539 30,167 10,740
1935 7,874 147,046 51,114 24,562 6,410
1936 5,721 121,925 28,364 4,493 3,841
19 37 1,576 122,576 53,638 4,006 6,19 5
1938 - 116,974 42,135 5, 546 4,878
1939 2,061 116,961 48,112 8,481 2,082
1940 714 103,143 44,921 8,821 910
1941 1,290 127,509 73,926 3,160
1942 8,691 123,432 99^114 118
1943 84,610 137,380 105,502
1944 75,215 145,011 113,40^
1945 87,758 179,429 104,626
1946 109,729 247,060 145,341 Linage Source -
Media Records, !&ic.

Table -}r24
OP :..VY!.On>’o LII x.GS I.: IJxCV
BOSTQ?: Dx'aLY i:i..or.irYR
TKAPS- jl-ILY
P2CCT T) ;ar GIOES I^OST GRIPT "’OT.IL
h—« 1 r- r— n—
1928
r- ,
, —r 7
44 14.3
^
46.3 |13.7 | ' 551,464
1929
A
j j
*
JlO.3^ 42.5
i
;H
-€^.9
i
^ 700,229
1930
^
1 * !
^
8 . 1
;
41.5 ['V'';-'’ -'; V36i#!:^"4ll.5n \ 620,614
1931 4.^ 44,1 9.3f 805,576
1932 'V.ej 40.6 1 16.1 1 742,063
1933 3 c.^ 38.8..
^
..
20.4 /1 571,997
1934 / * 33.6 j>Y^:.l-Y:;33.2
j 27.5 j ' 621 ,
1935 'i 36.1
-] 23.0 1- 728,657
1936
Z\3 '
42.7 19.0 1 455,234
1937 7 .I 7.4
I
33.4 {L
I J.
1
18.4 430,671
1938 7.6 J 40.8 ' ll4.8 325,330
1939 19.6 !\ 371,290
1940 15,1
1
k‘8,5
^ ^ 21,8 ’3 361 , 308
1941 lS-5
1
41.1 |i|3S®lK5>''''4e.5 420,995
1942
^
25.3 . 37,4
i ‘ .' \
. 2 ' ^
^
400,720
1943 28.6
1
35.9 ^ 317,926
1944 30.4
1
33.6-
1
224,799
1945 28-1
.
25.3 221,008
.j
Linage Source - lledia Recor6.s, Inc.
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.1928 42*2 ' 31.2 i 574,193
1929 4.2 47.0 25.7 597,225
1930 ^ 46.4 570,472
1931 4.5 47 3 20.2
1
532,432
1932 ^ 53.1
4 . - - ...
;
19.4': 323,348
1933 i 69.5
%^'S-'
*’
^110.1
^
235,320
1934 s 70.1 §^pil2.5'
'-ili ^
242,251
1935 63.8 P«?«!io. c 230,596
1936 '?5>9 ^ 160,503
1937 ? S2.4 181,785
1938 71.0 164,655
1939 X 66,6 teSijEp^^ 175,615
157,599
1941 * 61.9 1 -^fes®*»;5£& !» 205,885
1942
1*
231,355
1943 .:e .8 . 42.0
i _ _
327,492
1944 '2.5 43.5 333,626
1945 2o.6 * 48.3 371,813
Linage Source - Iledia Records, Inc. —
I
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G. Anal7/si s of Linr,/^e
- ^ Stearns ConTiany
xji analysis of H, Stearns linage 'shov:s that this
store is primarily interested in reaching the high income
.
*
group. Stears x-/as one of the largest users of the nov; de-
funct Soston Evening Transcript, the financial nenspaper of
Boston, Until 1941, v/hen the Transcript went out of business,
Stearns did not do any a.dvertising in Sunday newspapers except
spasmodicoJ-ly. In 1953 they placed 760 lines. In 1942 they
placed 93,961 in the Sunday newspapers. They have now in-
creased this total to 206,494 in 1946, The Herald has tahen
tne place of the Transcript as far as Steams a.dvertising is
concerned.
Another interesting fact is that Stearns linage
reanhed its low point in 1933 but recovered fa.irly , ra.pic.ly,
and they placed more of their linage in the Herald, than in
the Transcript after the depression year, 1938, the reces-
sion year, had no visible effect on the a,dvertising budget,
end in general the linage figures of Stearns follow the
cyclica.1 fluctuations of business.
Of the eight department stores analyzed, Stearns
uses the least amount of advertising. Like other Boston de-
partment stores, Stearns used about 17 per cent of its a.d-
vertising budget for the aU.vertising of xvt)men’s dresses and
10 per cent for v'omen’s sportsv:ear. Stearns- was the second
largest retail advertiser in Boston in promoting silk and vel-
vet goods by the yard.

1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
19^
1929
19 30
19 31
1932
19 33
19 34
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
19 41
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
Talple #25
LINAGE - ^ Hi. STEAHHS COIHPAI^Y
IH EACH BOSTON l^wSPAI'ER
Daily Evening ilorning and Morning Morning
Record American Evening Globe Herald Post
9,355 81,916 76 ,’435
— 8,455 105,267 166,711 lOl , 380
112 2,693 73,160 142,926 60,979
172 921 69,796 168,608 53,312
— 1,688 49,724 206,579 12,839
138 12,118 34,399 180,703 12,995
108 17,278 48,107 298,876 23,097
977 10,093 55,360 318,761 17,907
1,468 6,308 38,935 391,476 42,854
1,425 6,760 66,578 391,724 26,951
656 2,151 62,181 434,919 29 , 589
910
,
58,965 456,968 28,011
868 75,217 428,861 23,607
3,334 83,509 471,800 20,670
6,576 92,062 378,607 3,976
1,048 105,775 236,203 3,370
629 115,672 233,108 29,793
231 123,293 250,681 28,583
155,445 298,556 14,194
Sunday Sunday Sunday Sunday Evening
.dvertiser Globe Herald Rost Transcrip'
- - - -
- - - - 214,739
- > - - - 150,306
- - - - 177,325
-
- - - 168,742
226 180 170 184 115,584
- - - - 95,823
-
- - - 77,034
- - - - 77,662
- - - - 79,682
- - •> - 75,212
- - - - 58,037
-
- - - 55,551
-
- - 16,018
994 33,669 57,000 2,298
978 33,845 149,110 2,982
- 5,608 139,908 21,346
- 1,888 146,344 26,095
- 30,141 167,460 8,883
Line.ge Source - Media Records, Inc,
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Tr.ble -,;-26
rO^] ST.: I.'j.i..ii.G!_i] li --j.ii.GK
KOSTOI KAIiy lKj\.SriJrER
AIKjR. dkiiy
.GJ'-' K/ GIDKK :YTI>uuD post TRK^ECRTPT TOTiX
1928° \ 1 F^.7 1 ; 05,2;
' 14. e . 42.7 .
r
521,878
1929 4 17.7 ^ ! 17.0 36.0 596,552
1930 f 17.0 ' ;; V:|l4.2 / . 35.0 430,176
1931'’-^ 14.9 r
'
37.7
- - <,
,
-.-i-ri-
,
i
,
< •
470,134
1932 -5 ’ .3? ' Y ' 38.
4
439,572
1933" %9.7 ^ .
B
^.i 32
.
5 -.. . 355,937
1934“
'
..
.j’'
-^
.
483,289
1935 % 1 l£.l ;, 480,132
. .. 3b
5 ^
7 , 0 , ^ .. . .
, 1
l-.r9
,
558,703
1937 |in
. 6 13.9 573,120
1938 ;ho . 4
i'” y.:.2'.- .'•.'A--'.'-”- ;-,. •.• ,-• , ..-, , ,-. ' [._
604,708
1939 1 L 0 • -•"* ^ V'vi- '
'
4- S- 9 G ' 602,891
1940
'
I
' tit
'
^
'
^ -
'
’'
'
584,104
1941 ^i: 4 0 rr'-b^ 7;^' pi^
f
, 0 , . V. . :
,
.,.. "A^g 595,331
1942 4 T r. T v''^
'
< Q 1 -,.• M '
f ' * Y’"'
,
;‘'rV','
481,221
1943 1
!
f
'-*-i
'
'
'.'ouv
.
.
..1
346,396
1944 ‘
^
.30.5 Ajf'^
-;
:g.;,v^ * 8 379,202
402,788
Einage Source - Heclia Records, Inc,
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Tal3le -5S6a
PSnCEIiTAGE OP STSAPPTS ’ LINAGE xT EACH
EQSTQP SUI.EAY xIElySP/Jr^ER
SUlIDAy
: GIX>BE POST TOTAP.
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H. ..’xnalysis of Ling.ye
- ^ K^. v^ite Company
The adyertising pattern followed R. H. \vhite
Compo.ny is siniler? to the general o.dvertising ourve. The
linage reaohed a high point in 1929, fell to an all-time
lov7 in 1933 and recovered slov/ly until the 1938 recession
when it dropped slight 137 .
The Sunday advertising lino.ge total placed by
\i/hite's is far more than the daily tota.l, Raymond’s being
the onl37 other Boston department store that advertises in
Sunday newspapers more than in daily newspapers. In 1946
white’s had a total of 1,069,751 lines in the Sunday papers
and only 630,061 in the da^ily papers.
The Sunday Globe is preferred by White’s to the
other Sunday newspapers, v/hile the Boston Herald- Traveler
is their choice for daily advertising, Especially intriguing
is the fact that hhite’s Ba.senent planed onl^^ one a.dvertise-
nent in the Boston Herald for the entire year of 1946.
white’s is the third largest retail advertiser in
the cit^r of Boston and concentrates its advertising effort
on hacrd goods using 98,545 lines to promote housewares in
1946.
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Table ^-21
linage - ik V'/HITE GOliPANY
II- EACH BOSTON NEVSPAFER
Daily
Record
Evening
American
Morning and Morning
Evening Globe Herald
Morning
Post
19S6 19,'8^ 61,59i 180,850 316,824 241,951
1929 26,416 93,687 249,949 417,638 334,522
1930 40,781 54,893 310,817 380,436 263,930
1931 97,706 46 ,303 327,447 263,981 208, 508
1932 54,287 50,787 285,865 320,917 150,692
]9 33 37,617 37,354 225,271 245,846 104,654
1934 44,339 31,328 290,167 253,354 112,160
1935 35,769 49,896 291,842 286,514 95,183
1936 35,714 51,886 338, 263 382,849 84,076
19 37 59,755 30,361 305,996 379,150 79,130
1938 64,750 10,681 286,141 373,162 90,022
1939 84,528 339,375 387,539 127,348
19 40 79,872 316,729 376,936 99,621
1941 104,509 378,469 375,062 41,445
1942 112,008 355,330 330,775 66,804
1943 122,569 306 , 569 215,540 67,017
1944 113,984 225,321 220,295 82,937
1945 120,799 161,076 198,731 136,865
1946 91,129 113,099 292,286 133,547
Sunday
Advertiser
Sunda,y
Globe
Sunday
Herald
Sunday
Po st
Evening
Transcript
1928 3,1'^ 2 13,372 17,0 22
1929 10,531 183,764 34,284 88,115 - 30,941
1930 10,649 192,484 59,466 123,322 27,674
1931 13,619 179,756 103,243 126,732 28,956
1932 6,190 160,627 75,230 132,150 13,374
1933 22,955 155,962 93,026 10 3 , 2o0 5,635
1934 18,658 173,679 113,222 77,572 4,836
1935 20,164 185,401 84,220 77,216 251
1936 36 , 162 172,435 144,870 92,476 3,188
1937 25,256 154,174 142,740 85,432 1,086
1938 22,752 167,657 130,837 82,843 2,028
19 39 27,402 152,001 130,525 • 92, 689 3,386
1940 10,637 152,685 133,703 92,595 852
1941 15,132 182,014 156,489 97,340
1942 52,927 205,723 130,296 86,316
1943 127,914 287,767 201,818 82,657
1944 120,212 276,213 244,332 85,099
1945 114,507 297,220 238,281 85,938
1946 165,843 358,742 415,294 149,872
Linage Source - Media Records , Inc,

Trble ,.-28
11^ OF V/i-iTF’b LiTs-cn ir f.igh
BosTor B:aiY :3 .,sf.jfr
KBCOiii; j o::ij r03T
BAJLF
CJ-irT TOT.BL
' ?
1928 f7.Z
- " — ; !'. 1 ' -JHHJ r. " ' ——
—
21.6 ^ 22.9 8 38 , 1 28
1929 C.l 21.7 2 ‘‘^36,5- . ' 29.0 ^71,153,153
1930 VdJ. 28.8 Y - 4.5 >5-1,078,531
1931 IC.O^^8 33.7 "1.4 «• 972,901
,1932 6,25.8. 3 '.
6
, "’V
.
17,2 f 875,922
1933 5.7 5.7 34.3 ^ 15.9
_ ! i ..
j>
y 656,377
1934 6.0 j4.:3 S9.4 .
'
,i:.s
;
^3 736,184
1935 47 6,6
”
> VUfv
'
V 36.4 ,hv Sf.?.,.; , 3 :6;;^.. .12,5 , / 759,455
1936 4q5.s|
0
> 895,976
1937 7.0 [3Jp 35.8
0
7 855,478
1938 7.8 / -4.6
,
0 '^ i 1- y; vivu-kvi'Y : ,30 , 9 ;
CJ
J? 826,784
1939 9.0‘ 36.0-
,
2 66^^ ;22 1 3 , ^ y 942,176
1940 9.1^ 36.3 y4y-4;3^|4.-2- ,11,4
;
!' 874,010
1941 11,6
,
42.1 y3;S4i,7,.. -^ 4.6 899,485
1942 13.0
’
^
41.1 - -
-.o;- ;7.7 864,917
1943 17.?' 43.1 A 1 711,605
1944 17.7' 1 22* ’ T - r 642,537
1945 19.5
.;
' " ' «rr.-i -
.
1
,
26.1 ;S5"“0,"' '».g,
,
29.2 617,471
1946
i 630,061
Linage Source - Ledia Records, Inc
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Table #28
a
Pj:;RGE1;TAC-E op \vTITE’S lieage it each
EOSTOH SUEEAY KSV/SEAPER
SUIEAY
ADVERTISER GLOBE LOST TOT.AL
1928
T 92.7
/(• f
226,240
1929 34 58.1 27.8 . ' 316,694
1930 V 49.9 385,921
1951 3.A 42.5*^ 29 .9
.
423,350
1932
L
1
„42.9 374,197
1935 6^1 - 41.6 li" on c. -*o / • 0 375,173
1954 4.9:
i
45.3 20.2 383,131
1935 5.5 50.5 567,001
1956 8.1
..
^
38.7 445,943
1937 6.2
1
37.8^ 407,602
1938 5.6
.. L
41,5 so .
5
404,089
1939 6.8
\
37.8 402,617
1940 ^'7 39.2 23.8 * 389,620
1941 -
.
40.4 21.6 450,975
1942 11.1 43.3 18.1 475,262
1943 18.3 41.1
j
1
1
. s 700,156
1944 16.6 38.
0
725,856
1945 15.5
>
40.4 ieT^ 735,946
1946 1 ,069,751
Lj.na.ge Source - liedia. Records, Inc
u
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inp; Retp.il Store ITev/s'pp.p er Advert! sinp;
•"-*
' P^5,dio
Tlie most importp.nt dynamic force a.ffecting news-
paper advertising has "been the a.dvent of radio which has
chaAlenged newspapers, not only as a. seller of nev/s and en-
tertainment, but as an advertising medium. Radio has grovn
and become firmly entrenched in the lives of the people.
In 1922 there were only 70,000 homes with radio sets; by
1929 there were 9,000,000; while the 1940 census indicates
that 28,832,100 or 82 per cent of the 34,865,000 families
in the nation as of April 1940 had one or more receiving
f n
The 1940 census figures also indicated that 96.2
per cent of the fajiiilies in llassaichusetts ovmed one or more
radio sets. The survey of Consumer Requirements made by the
Bureau of the Census at the request of the ¥ctr Production
Soard supports the belief that in 1943 over 90 per cent of
ohe American homes had radios. numerous listening
studies indicate that radio sets, on the average, are in use
between four and five hours a day. Truly, living has
been altered; consumers time for other pursuits has been
affected.
(1) "Radio liarket Rata Eandbook", Rational Association ofRroaacasters
, Ivashington, 19^3.
lS45-mmber, Washington, Broad-Publications, Inc., p.p. 50.
oandp.ge, C, H. ,'^'Radio Advertising for Retailer", 1945hai’vard University Press, Cambridge, p.p. 140.
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lieanwMle, the movies ejnd the automobile, v/hich had
started many years previously to mohe their bid for consuraers
time, have continued to hold their ov/n. Tv/enty years ago,
weekly attendance at movies was in the neighborhood of forty
million. In 19c0 it rose to a peak: of one hundred ten mil-
lion only to fa.ll to sixty million in 1933; but since that
date attendance has risen until it was in the vicinity of
ninety-five million in 1943.
So far as newspaper reading is concerned, there axe
no signs that news broadcasts have reduced newspaper rea.ding,
i^;,uite to one contraxy, it seems likely that ov/ing to the rise
of interest in news transmitted by ra.dio, there is now by and
large more newspaper reading (as evidenced by increased cir-
culation) then ever before. Although no finakly conclusive
evidence is available, the best hypothesis for scientific
tests and practical, action is tha.t listening to ra.dio nev/s
increases newspaper reading, (2)
In 1942 department store users of radio spent, on
the average, only 5.1 per cent of their advertising dollars
in radio. There is na.tura.lly a v.dde va.ria.tion in the
practice of individual department stores, but no department
(1) International Mo tionPicture Almanac 1944-45, the 9uigly
Publishing Company, IT. Y,
, p.p. 549.
(2j Lazarfeld, Paul P,
,
"Radio and the Printed Page", IT. Y.
,
Sloan & Pea:.'ce, 1940, p.p. 276,
(3) Sandage, "Radio Advert isingfor Retailers"
iX
X
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?
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store spent more than one-third of its a.dvertising "budget in
radio advertising. Department store radio advertising has a
hard time competing with nev/spa.pers, "but in some instances
produces sales at the lowest selling costs.
A comparison of the cost of the roodio programs
studied "by Croslejr, and the newspaper advertisements siirveyed
by Clark, using total, not sponsor- identif37-ing audiences for
radio and omitting the cost of ta^lent of programs, shows radio
from tvAD to six times as expensive,
Dor radio the highest cost per thousand members of
the audience exclusive of talent was $21,93; for newspaper
space it was $3,77; the median for ra.dio was $4,57; for nev/s-
paper retail a.ds it was $1,16, and the lowest for radio for
nev/spapers was $,52,
Radio should never benmore than a. supplementary
medium for department store a^.vertising because it has ^’ery
definite disadvantages , In addition to the relatively high
cost, considering the uncertain coverage, there is a definite
limitation on the amount of time which can be devoted to the
advertising message without losing the listeners who are in-
terested in the program. There is also the difficulty of
presenting certain merchandise by \iOTd picture alone,
(1) Radio Advertising for Retailers
(2j "ITev/spaper Readers end Radio Listeners", Editor and
Publisher, May 13, 1945, p.p. 7.
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B. Daily and Sund
a
3^ Hev.’-spapers
Another question of the general policy is the ques-
tion of v;hen to advertise. Should the advertising he done
every da.y, on Sundays, in the morning papers or in the evening
papers? V/ith reference to advertising on Sundays or v;eek days,
it may he noted that it was once the policy of certain large
department stores not to advertise on Sundajrs at all. It is
nov7 the practice of most stores, however, to do most of their
advertising on Sundays against a^ny one other day of the week,
Rea.dership comparison of Sunday and v/eek-da.y editions
of the same paper v;ere released in llarch 1946 for the first
time through the Advertising Research Foundations Continuing
Study of newspaper Readership, Cautioning that certain basic
differences exist hetv;een Sunday and v/eekly newspapers (size
of papers, number of stores, etc.) the Study reported 100 per
cent readership by v/oraen of society news and pictures in the
Sunday paper against 77 per cent for the week-day editions.
Men scored 93 per cent for sports nev:s against 81 per cent for
week-day nev/spapers. Highest overall readership was the ma.in
nev/s section of the Sunday editions vdth 99 per cent for both
men and v/omen. Readership bjr type of page indicated that
front, sports and comic pa^es attract more men than vomen;
that v.unen markedly prefer the society pages; that both men
and mmen agree on pages containing general news and adver-
tising in the Sunday edition.
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C . Po sition
The position of ?.n a.d in the nevrspaper is of utnost
iiT^o::-t?.nc 9 , It is host for o stci e to have its advertisements
appear in the ssme place or at least on the ssme page regular-
ly. Host of the Boston deprxtraent stores have arranged for
specific positions for their ads v.dth the different newspapers.
Por example, R. K. \vhite’s has page five in the Boston Glohe,
EercJ-d, and Post, and page nine in the Record-i'imerican. Gil-
christ’s uses page four, and Pilene’s uses page ti/o. Jordan’s
prefers the split of the papier, the.t is the last page of the
final section and the first page of the second section.
Eovey’s ads are usually found on the la-st page of the news-
paper.
The advantages of placing advertisements on the
same pa^e in the nev/spaper are obvious. It is convenient for
the reader, the effective repetition nahing for a stronger im-
pression, and the reader can spot the a.d and know what store it
represents.
In a study called "Attention" ^ ^ developed from
reports on the "Continuing Study of Fewspaper Reading" pub-
lished in tvo volumes by the Bureau of Advertising, Anerican
newspaper Publishers Association, the following questions per-
taining to position and size of ads were ansvrered:
1. Does a large ad necessarily stop more readers
than a small ad?
(1) "Advertising and Selling", Hay, 1941, Vol. ?4, Eo. 6, p.p.48
.’
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iinsv/er ; The "Study" revealed that 87 per cent
of the hest-read e.ds vere medium- sized or small
and 30 per cent vere smrJ.1.
2, Is the right-hand page the only place v.h.ere
a nev/spaper ad can do a good job?
imswer: The "Study" showed that 44 per cent of
all the "best-read ads appeared on left-hand
pages.
3. Is "position v;ell forward" essential to the
success of an ad?
njiswer ; "The Study" shov/ed that fully 72 per cent
of the ads appea,red (and v;ere well read) on ps-ge 8
or therea-fter.
This is conclusive evidence that what an advertise-
ment accomplishes is largely up to the ad itself a.nd that the
opportunity to do a good job extends through all sections of
the newspaper for ads of all sizes.
D. The Boston Shopping ITev;s
In 1928 Boston stores subscribed to a shopping news
paper. This medium capita.lized on the customer’s interest in
the ads of a large number of stores. It has been used at
times as a restraining influence on newspa.pers when the mer-
chants thought they were changing too high an a.dvertising
rate. The Shopping Hews devoted its first page to a number
of separate boxes of equal size in eaph of which a different
store advertised a special, vahue. Space inside was sold up
to a fixed maximum, but eaph advertiser was required to mahe
a minimum comraitment. The Shopping Hews v;as issued v/eekly;
its prime purpose was to increase Saturday a.nd Monday sales.
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Although the Shopping ITev/s had distribution to
areas designated bjr the stores, and although it had other
advantages such as the fact that it laininized unfair com-
petition in ad.vert i sing, the Shopping ITev/s vas not Ov sa.tis-
fc.ctory primary medium because it lanked sufficient interest
to be issued more frequently. The element of continuity so
necessary to reta.il advertising is la.cking.
Table #29
BOSTON hSPARTI-ISilT STOKE LINAGE IN TIE
BOSTON SEOPI-'ING lEwE
Year Total Linage
1928 906,300
1929 865, 500
1930 838,600
1931 882,700
1932 996,070
1933 1,057,763
1934 974,464
1935 1,055,077
1936 1,090,089
1937 1,027,729
1938 894,099
1939 929,967
1940 904,001
1941 920,123
1942 871,138
1943 831,311
Source:^ Boston Eecord-American Research DepartmentAuthority: Shopping Nev/s - Their ovn report for each
year.
Table #29 shovs that the linage placed in the Shop-
ping News reached its peak in 1936 and had its second largest
year in 1933. In 1933 the Sunday department store linage was
at Its lowest level and from all indications it appears that
the Shopping News thrived when the total linage in Boston
(4
K
I
cS •
newspapers declined.
Newspaper rationing ended the life of the Shopping
News in 1943, and at present it is rmored tlmt there is talk
of reviev/ing the publication. Its possible effect on Boston
nev/spapers, should it again be published, will be of great
interest to retailers and advertisers.
E. Color Advertising
1, The Age of Color
Readers of advertising, through long association
vdth advertising in national maga,zines, direct nail, and
billbocxds, have come to e^ect and demand color in their
nev/spa,per c.dvertising, lifter all, nev/spapers have been un-
dergoing an evolution for years. All of us ca.n remember
v/hen nev/spaper a.dvertising departments subscribed to several
mat services, and this v/8.s about all their advertisers ex-
pected. The merchandise v/as pictured with an illustration
’’almost" like the actual goods, later retailers began to
use the tern "exantly as sketched" under their illustra.tions
to shov; that they really had the merchandise advertised in
stock. Today almost every retail store ha.s its ov/n artist or
staff of artists to reproduce illustrations picturing the
goods v/hich are for sale. The public e^^ects this service
and tales for granted the fact that they v/ill find the mer-
chandise " exantly as sketched" v/hen they go into the store
to buy.

Br.ck in the nineties, according to Jerry Byrnes,
pronotion manager of the Chicago Tribune, color v/as first
used in newspapers as a device to stimulate reader interest
and to increase circulation* After several trials, it was
almost aha-ndcned except for comic section use until after
hbrld bar I. Inproveraents in dyes and general mechanics
during wartime plus the Isirge amount of money appropriated
by advertisers ga.ve new impetus to color. ITevyspapers cast
longing eyes on the color revenue of nagasines.
Color gets attention, and it makes for longer
memory retention. It ha.s the value of change of pace. It
has the value of nev/ness. \Ihy does color do this? Just a
glance and the nerves are stlmula.ted. . . . the greater the
stimulation, the greater the impression. Studies have been
made to prove this. In a recent questionnaire, leading
newspapers gave the following reasons for using color;
23.7 per cent attention value
27,1 per cent color value in product and
package
12.7 per cent psychological appeal of color
12.7 per cent quality atmosphere around product
10,3 per cent color vaJues in showing' use
9,3 per cent portrays reality in human interest
appeal
4,2 per cent miscellaneous
#
Of course there were objections to the use of color.
Among them were: expense, non- cancellable requirements,
(1) Color Advertising in newspapers by newspaper Advertising
Executives Associa.tion, Bovenber, 1946,
4
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ss.crifice of coverage ‘because of added e^ense, and the ad-
vertised product had no color.
There is really/ no one ansver to the non-use of
color. Each advertising progran has to he considered in re-
lation to the joh to he done.
2. Retailer ’ s Use of Color Advertising
Good use of color hy the retailer involves a v/hole
new approach to an advert i senent whiether the color is to he
used to reproduce the actual color in the merchandise for
sale or whether it is to he used to dramatize and higlilight
the hlack auid v/hite art vrork of the merchajadise. The a.ppear-
ance of good advertising color in a newspaper involves knov/-
how and careful attention to details in all the processes en-
tailed. These include the original art v/ork, the engraving
process, the stereotyping, and the handling given it hy the
pressmen.
Color nak:es a better looking paper and properly^'
handled color is profitalole to the nev7spaper and the adver-
tiser. Hov/ever, color can’t do the impossihle. It vpn’t
sell something that v/ouldn’t sell in hlack and v/hite. Only
merchandise that lends itself to color promotion should he
used in color advertising, and this means merchandise that
has a chance to he sold.
Don’t use color to push out the ’’dogs" in a depart-
ment, Only merchandise that aAlov/s enough profit to stand the
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added e^cpense of color rates and engravings should he promoted.
Since color demands more intelligent thinking and
careful prepare.! ion the.n hlack and white, don’t run color for
color ’ s S e alone hut have something to say when you use it.
In Boston the advertiser can huy one color and
hlack in all the newspapers. At present the Boston Herald
is experimenting v-dth run of paper four-color advertisements
and it may he that Boston newspaper readers will soon see
four- CO lor ads in their daily newspapers.
.w
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V. Conclusion
Advertising, per se, is probably the most elusive
and inconclusive subject in the v.orld, one about which much
is said and little is proven. If the subject is approached
from the premise that adeoua-te and equitable distribution is
perhaps the most fundamental problem fa.cing the economic pic-
ture today, it is plain that a.t no time in the history of re-
tailing were newspapers and mercha.nts more dependent upon ea.ch
other. The better the paper, the more effective its reading
natter, the more loya.l its readership, the greater its adver-
tising value to the merchant, Conver seljT", the larger the
revenue received by the newspapers from the stores, the
greater the opportunity for the papers to broaden their
scope, improve their product a.nd increa^se their circula.tion.
Turning to the broader a.spects of publicity as
vievred by the merchant v/hether the publicity budget is spent
on nev/spapers, radiora television, magazines, shopping news,
direct mail, chamge solicita.tion, bill enclosures, fashion
shov;s or window displays, it is obvious tha,t the expenditure
must, by one yardstick or another, pay off.
It is equally obvious that the total funds allo-
cated to the to tad publicity cannot be unlimited since this
^
^ootcvl sUiii is, to a lar*ge degree, circumscribed by the mer-
chants’ outlook of the future, ITaturally, the retailer’s
thinking and analysis of the company is influenced by Vnat
the merchant thinks about business conditions as a whole.
(?
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They ere byRetc-il merchajits exe collectively "Poll^/e.nnas . "
nature great optimists, nonetheless, the merchant cannot
erase from his mind the lessons of the past. Por over one
hundred years the pa.ttern has alv/ays been the same. The
conditions are different, the causes are different, the tim-
ing is somewhat different, but the pattern has always been
the s ame
.
Pirst comes vra.r, then full employment in production
for \'T3X
,
curtailment of civilian goods for v/ar production,
enormous accumulations of consumer shortages and unfulfilled
demand, a treacherous reconver sion, tremendous postv/ar pro-
duction of consumer goods for perhaps a. y^’ear or a year and a
half, satisfaction of consumer demand more quickly than an-
ticipated, disastrous accumulations of unsold inventories,
curtarlment of production, conta.gious layoffs, shutdov/ns, un-
employment, depression -- but it is said that conditions of
today are different. In many v'ays they are, but the pa.ttern
seems to be the sane.
The merchant is worried about high inventories.
Inventories are high, not so much in physica.l inventory, but
in dollars. That is v/here the trouble lies. Because of the
inflated price level, inventories cannot be red^iced to the
dollar j-igure v;hicn the retailer believes to be adequate. It
v/ould not matter too much if the public vculd accept the mer-
cnandise at the high prices, but there is a resistence to
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current prices. Customers are demcnd.ing "better quality and
"better value for their money.
The merche^nt remem"bers that over the years nearly
all of the serious trouble that has come to merca^ntile es-
tablishments has almost invariably been occasioned by high
inventories of unv/anted goods. The merchant knov;s that some
part of the 1946 volume v/as abnormal and that the 1947 mark-
down rate ^d.11 be considerably higher than last yean. In
the desire to give greater value to the customer, the re-
tailer is reluctantly reconciled to the fact that his total
markup v/ill be lov/er and the gross profit i\dll be less.
E:3?penses, on the other hand, ane shanply higher; delivery
costs are higher; supplies are higher; advertising rales are
higher; reduction is higher; and most important of all, pay-
roll is tremendously higher. Because so much of the addi-
tional expense is in payroll, the retailer is in a less
flexible position to reduce expenses than ever before.
department store sales are geared to consumer dis-
posable income less savings, and if national income remains
high, retail sales should not suffer too much. If the store
has hard goods to sell it is in a much more favorable posi-
tion than the store that has only soft goods to sell. Sum-
ming it all up, the department store with hard goods can shov;
an increase for at least the first six months of 1947 and
perhaps suffer no loss of sales for the year. If the re-
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tailer carries only soft goods, undoubtedly he v.dll show some
loss of sales for the year, Ko matter v/hat kind of store, net
earnings v/ill be substantially lov/er than last year.
Merchants probably \-;ill not cut publicity budgets
for 1947, but they i^rill survey the e::^enditur es with a criti-
cal and jaundiced eye. The merchant knows that sales pro-
motion has in many v/ays fadled to progress with the times.
In spite of the many nev; techniques and nev/ mediums, sales
promotion has failed to find new ways to bring in nev/ cus-
tomers at a lov/er cost, and so the retadler v/ho is dissatis-
fied v/ith the present methods v.dll be constantly on the alert
to get a better return on each dollar spent. The advertising
budget will be more flexible, and retailers v/ill be more re-
sponsive to experimentation in nev; thinking and new channels.
Mediums of advertising can do mvich to help stores
sell more goods. Every good merchant knov/s that no advertis-
ing job CE-n overcome a poor merchandising job, but he also
knov/s that a poor advertising job can langely vitiate the
effectiveness of a good merchandising job,
J, Hov/and Denny, President of Eranklin Simon Go,,
in a recent speech defined merchandising as ”mnving products
towaxds people, and advertising as ’’moving people towards
goods and services,”
If the average merchant bought his merchandise v/ith
as little consid er ation and on e.s unscientific a basis an he
/»
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spends his advertising raoney, he \-.ould have been out of
business long ago.
The subject of institutional advertising has pro-
vided much discussion during the last yeo,r. The difficult^'-
is that there are many different concepts of what is insti-
tutio naJ. and v;ha,t is not. The extremists i-nuld have us
think that to be institutional an ad must be devoid of any
vestige of direct appeal, or to be institutional the ad
must appeaa only to the ultra- sophisticated with a syiabolical
"guess what I’m supposed to represent" appeal, or that it
must reflect snug exclusiveness. The purpose of institutional
advertising is to sell the store to the customers and to
prospective customers as the most desirable place to pur-
chase the goods they desire. In other words, inst itutiona.1
advertising is designed to develop good will for the store,
to build confidence in its merchandise and its services, and
thus to build permanent patronage. Good art work can be
institutional, good merchandise can be institutiona.l
,
and
good cop3“ can be institutional,
whether or not the Boston merchants increa.se their
insti tutiono-l advertising or start increa.sing their promo-
tionc.1 ci-dvertising rema.ins to be seen. Some merchants are
foregoing ao.vertising becanse they are having trouble finding
goods that can be promoted effectively.
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Ts.'bls 7r50
Il^STITUTIQMX .U^Y-GP/JISIITG LINAGE OP BOSTOIT
IGPiiHTl'iBlBr STORES li: BOSTON BEV/SPi^PEES (a)
Stor e
Pilene ’
s
Jordon’
White ’
s
Gilclirist ’ s
Steorns ’
Hovey ’ s
Chandler ’
s
Total
(a) Linage
1946
280,567
265,460
112,843
76,273
63,721
60,696
57,645
816, 517
Source - Hedia R
1945
182,341
174,920
165,895
110,955
54,751
59,725
49 ,
4
34
797,021
ecords, Inc,
1944
164,380
193,046
150,727
74,627
49,934
56,144
54,820
743,678
In a sense, it is not even the function of the
advertising department to sell more goods. That is the
function and the responsibility of the merchants. If the
advertising brings more people into the store and creates
nev7 customers, its function is served. If the merchant has
things in the store tha.t are consonant with the merchandise
advertised, of good quaLity and appeal, he will sell more
goods.
In the future the reta.iler shaJ.l ha.ve to place the
a.dvertising in newspe.pers that will bring the greatest returns
a,t the lowest possible cost. Just as the merchant merchandises
the advertising mana,ger wall have to merchandise the advertis-
ing; that is, place a.ds in nev/spapers ths.t will potentially
"pay off" the most. He will have to determine whether to place
high-priced fashion goods in the Sunday Post and low-priced
fur-niture advertisements in the Sunday Herahd, Each store
ha,ve to study its individua-1 problem, lTew''spapermen ca,n
be of great assistance to merchants. Every newspaperman knows
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liis oi.Ti paper ana the job it cm do better than the adver-
tiser, end his suggestions and comnents can be of incalcu-
lable benefit.
The merchrnt should decide v,ha,t the advertising
budget vdll be and \-hat class of people he i-ashes to sell.
Analyzing vhere similar stores have advertised over the years
may help the merchsnt decide where he should place his ad-
vertising, Prom statistics on circulation he can best de-
termine v/hat newspaper will reach his prospective customers.
oome merchants are foregoing advertising because
they ane halving trouble finding goods that can be promoted
effectively. Any active merchandise in sufficient supply to
warrant promotion can be advertised now, or any time, v.dth
satisfactory results. This is an old advertising formula
which is close to being infallible.
hor should merchants forget that the real resistance
is to prices, not to merchandise. This is demonstrated by
every mark-dovn promotion that clicks. Stores may be over-
stocked, but, by all signs, consumers are not, and by /the
^signs of markdovns’ results, consumers ane not over-sold.
These ere tw salient facts that should, govern present thinking.
or .0- .'•
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